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CHAPTER 1 

FOCUS OF THE INVESTIGATION 

The world i s faced with a population exp los ion, and cities are becoming 

ever larger. The world population will grow from its present 3500 million 

to more than 7 000 million by the year 2 000. The majority of cities are 

thus faced with the problem of housing vast numbers of people living i n 

single family dwellings forming low density urban sprawl. Conditions are 

no different in South Africa where the present white population of about 

four million is expected to grow to be tween six and seven milli on by the 

year 2 000. The present housing requirement (1970-75) f or Whites, based 

on low and high population projections, is 32732 and 40 150 h ouses 

respec:tively. From 1995-2000 the figures will have risen to 42 742 and 

65580 respectively. At that rate sprawl here will reach alarming 

proport ions unles s it can be curtailed by higher density housing. As 

the population trend does not seem likely to be reversed the prob lem lies 

in how to provide housing for an escalating population but at the same time 

to reduce urb an sprawl and provide satisfactory living condLions. 

Paradoxically very little information is available in South Africa on 

the nature of this specific housing pr0blem. The author's interest in 

these aspects of urban geography was aroused by articles in the press 

concerning high density housing. In the South African context, high 

density housing refers primarily to conditions of high land density. This 

gives a dense concentration of inhabit an ts living in a particula r locality. 

Technically, high density r efers to buildings with a ratio of total floor 

area to net site area of 1,0 or more. This will accommodate 200 or more 

people at 3 5 to 40 dwelling units per net resid ential hectare. In contrast, 

low density refers to the kind of development presently characterising 

white suburban areas, and which contributes to urban sprawl . Single fami ly 

houses, each on a plot of 1000 sq. metres or l arger, spread over the 

city's residential fringes, giving net densities of up to ten d,,,ellings 

or 45 people per hectare (Pi storius, 1972). Medium density development 
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f,,'.ls between these limits and can be achieved by means of closely-packed 

separate houses, multiple housing units of various kinds, or any combination 

of thes<'. types of housing. 

The present importance of multifamily dwellings and the development 

of group housing is therefore significant, especially in the context of 

rapidly growing population numbers, coupled with increasing rural/urban 

drift, and urban sprawl evident in South African me.tropolitan areas. The 

perr-pective of the present study of high density living from a geographical 

standpoint, is focussed on one particular aspect, namely,low, medium and high 

rise multifamily dwellings. In this respect a semantic problem immediately 

becomes evident, and it is therefore necessary to define certain terms in 

a precise manner at the outset so as to prevent confusion. 

Flat. A self contained dwelling unit compriSing a suite of rooms, 

including a private bathroom and kitchen facilities, within a building 

structure. In addition, the flat should: 

(i) have a common entrance to the building or site at street level, 

(ii) . be located within a building structure of at least two floors in 

height, and 

(iii) also have some common open space. 

Apartment. The plural adjective. Thus apartment block refers to 

a building of at least two floors containing four or more contiguous flats. 

~)artment cluster refers to a bunched or grouped spatial distribution 

of four or more apartment blocks. 

Apartment natural area refers to a spatial unit of differentiation, 

which can be within an apartment cluster, distinguished both by its 

physical individuality and by the social, economic and cultural characteristics 

of its population. 

Household. Person or persons occupying a single flat, whose domestic 

economy is governed substantially by one budget. 

Pennanent r.esidents. Apartment d"ellers who have either bought their 

flat under sharehold occupancy, or rented it on the basis of one month or 

mar e not ice. 
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Attention has been focussed on apartment d",elling in part<.cular, 

because of its potential as an efficient and rational means of land 

utilisation in order to halt low density sprawl, at the same time ,s 

helping fulfil white housing requirements. Today there is a great 

variety of apartment types possibl" and as a result, apartment living has 

been accepted by a wider range of home seekers in many parts of the world. 

The changing demographic structure of South African whites as elsewhere , 

has been characterised by the growth of non-family households, i.e. single 

people living alone or sharing one residential unit. At the same time 

the cost. of single family dwellings has risen markedly . These developments 

provide an important incentive to supply rental or low cost accommodation 

to suit the requirements of all potential residents. The reaction of 

South Africans, with their rural h eritage and love of open space, to 

medium and high density living, forms an important topic for research as 

thi s form of housing is becoming incorporated into our urban life s'.yle. 

The present study focusses On one specific asper.t and is concerned with 

residential differentiation that has occurred within apartment clusters and 

the degree of satisfaction witi' their life style evidenced by apartment 

dwellers. Nevertheless the development of the apartment component should 

be seen in the context of its role in the total urban system , and in 

particular the residential sys t eu . The particular study area chosen is the 

Municipal area of East London because a larger survey of ti,e general 

r esidential system is being conducted there by the Geography Department 

at Rhodes University, under the auspices of the I.S.E.R. Close co-operation 

has been achieved with the East London Municipality and estate agents who 

are interested in the present patterns that exist and any planning 

recommendations which may emerge from the study. It is toped that the 

study will be useful to them and any others interested in planning East , 

London's future apartment development on the basis of existing structural 

characteristics recognised in this study. 
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The need for research into ':he apartment component in Eas t London 

was felt as a result of residential expansion expected to come with 

increasing industrial opportunity whioh is the key to future growth in 

the city and region. While East London's future as a growth point seems 

very ~uch dependant on the success of the Government's decentralisation 

policy, there is already enough momentum to ensure residential growth in 

the immediate future. The city is presently sprawling across the Nahoon 

River to take advantage of the at~ractive scenic sites at Beacon Bay, 

Bonza Bay and Dorchester Height s for instance. Residential land is becoming 

more scarce and traffi c problems are rife, so higher density residential 

development is essential. Fortunately the exis ting apartment clusters 

in East London provide a heritage of apartment living and a basis upon 

which future apartment growth can take place. 

The study attempts to fill a serious gap in the knowledge of the 

nature of South African urban r es ident.ial areas, and in one particular 

metrc?olitan centre, E~st London. In this r espect, it is anticipated that 

the investigation will lay a finn bas is in Eas t London for: 

a future comparative study of tempor al changes in the 

growth and r es idential stability of existing apartment 

clusters 

a larger study of residential mobility of multi 

versus single family dwelle.-s 

a comparison with flats and their r ,'s idents in other 

South African citier, 

future planning decisions to encourage the growth and 

development of apartment natural areas which wi ll 

provide resident s with a high leve l of satisfaction. 

This study involves an inv2stigation into the location of blocks of 

flats, their morphological characteristics, and the socio-economic 

character oE pennanent white apartment dwellers in East London. The 
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general focus is the possible application to apartment areas of the natural 

area concept as supported by relevant theories of urban structure and 

change. In thi s respect therefore, Chapter 2 wi ll deal with the existing 

theoretical background for a s tudy of this nature, while Chapter 3 places 

the study area in its national, regional and local context. Tog~ther 

these chapters form the basis on which the hypotheses and aims of the study 

are formulated . The research objectives and methods used to &~hieve 

them are set out in Chapter 4, to provide the foundation f or Chapters 5 

and 6 which form the genera l empirical focus of the study . They include 

detailed results of a spatial analysis of physical and socio-economic 

characteristics in each of the major apartment clusters, and the characteristics 

of the natural areas . The final synthesis (Chapter 7) includes planning 

recommendations for future dLvelopments in East London apartment areas and 

the assessment of hypotheses . 

In 6eneral people are presumed t o be basically similar in their response 

t o residential stressors, and therefore the present study examines apartment 

dwellers at the i ndividual level to gain insight into the processes behind 

th~ patterns of residential differentiation within apartment areas. 

Overall, therefore, the study attempts t o fulfil the need to investigate 

the apartment component of residential structure in a South African city 

with a view to contributing to the general theory of residentidl 

differc.ntiation. 
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CHAPTER 2 

URBAN RESIDENTIfL ST~~CTURE, PROCESS AND CHANGE 

This chapter will review both co-,cepts and approaches to the socio

economic structure of cities and the residential decision giving rise to 

the spatial patterns within them. The basic concern is with the spatial 

aspects of residential differentiation at both the macro and micro 

scaie.. No one contemporary theory or concept approaches a comprehensive 

overview of residential differentiation as , the field is vast , covering 

many related disciplines. Use is made of conceptual models in order 

to provide a framework for explaining the spatial struct,ure of natu'Cal 

areas, with particular reference to apartment are as. In addition the 

micro scale of residential decision making is considered to give 

complimentary insight into the processes operating behind r.:acro scale 

models. Finally, a broad survey of empirical studies dealing with 

apartment living provides a practical :'.ink from the theory to the real 

world problems of apartment dwelling . 

2.1 Macro Patterns of Residential Differentiation. 

The broad er patterns of residential structure refer to the macro 

scale of spatial generalisation. There are essentially three schools of 

thought providing the relevant conceptual background to these models. 

These are the approaches put forward by the early urban ecologists whose 

work is substanti3ted by later geogrophic theoris ts such as Colby (1933) 

and certain land economists; the social arei.' analysts; and the factorial 

ecologists. 

2.11 The Urb an Ecological Approach 

Much of the macrO conceptual framework is derived from the 

pioneering work of the classical human ecologi s ts. In this resp ect the 

Chicago school of sociologists as exemplified by the works of Park, (1952), 

Burgess (192 5), and Hoyt. (1939) r egard the city as a distinct ecological 
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environment, within which the cOQpetitive interaction of the popu l ation , 

as well as its adaptations to the environment cou l d be studied. 

Burgess ( 1925) described i n det,il the socia l and physical char acteristics 

o f natural areas which he postulated were distribut ed in concentric zones 

aroulid a s i ngle cent ra l city core. (Figure 1). I n response t o eco l ogical 

processes, city growth is regarded as t aking p l ace outwards , c ausing zones 

of increas i ng socio-economic s t atus t o deve l op a s distances from t he C.B . D. 

increases. 

F i gure 1. 
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Although the concentric zone model is highly simplistic , Colby ' s 

hypothes es (1933) support the Burgess mode l by providing insights into the 

processes t hat operate to bring out the zonation . He pos t ulates by 

s t ressing advantage s of accessibility , that centripetal (attractive) fo r ces 

r etain central city functions. In addition, centrifugal or disruptive 

forces also act to s uppo.rt Burgess's postulate of increasing socia-economic 

status \"ith distance from the city centre. 
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There are o f course serious limitations in the concepts of urb an 

development in the concentric zones. Such criticisms were initially 

generat"d by Qui nn (1940), and are comprehensively reviewed by Carter 

(1972). I n part t his led to the deve l opment of Hoyt's (1 939 ) sector model 

which postulates a spatial patt e rn of sectors of differing socio-economic 

st atus along radial communication lines from the city centre .. The model 

i s really a sectoral distribution of residential natura l areas wi th certai n 

characterist i cs . In a recent evaluation of hi s own mode l Hoyt (1964) 

discussed how these idealis ed p atterns become distorted by growth factors, 

especially with the increased f l exibi~ity of location provided by widespre ad 

u se of the motor car. 

Hoyt 's study ( 1939 ) is based on a samp le of 142 Unit ed States cities 

in t erms of soci a-economic differentiation taking average block rental. 

Within high rent sectors, r ents a r e found to grade downwards f rom the 

periphery t o the ci ty centre by a process called filtering. Fi lt e ring is 

therefore a change mechani sm i mply ing succession of occupancy of dwellings 

originally built fo r higher income families. With age and deteriorati on , 

a nousing unit usually becomes less desirable t o the original occup ant, 

and is abandoned in favour of a newer unit .. Thu s the lower income 

households inhabit the older l ess adequate centrally located dwellings. 

A basic assl~ption of f iltering i s the a ssumpt i on that h ous inf s pace is a 

nece ssLty in itse lf, bu t extra housing qu a lity is a luxury, the con sumpti on 

of whi ch incre?ses with income .. The filtering process is re f l ect e d 

spatially in the moveme nt of lower income group s int o areas abandoned by 

groups of higher i ncome, u s u ally immediately adjacent to but farther f r om 

the city centre. 

Simultaneously with developments outlined above the l and economists 

indirect ly cont r ibuted to the developm ent of l and use theory. Ratcliffe's 

( 1949 ) model formulates the spatial processes applicable to the location 

of certain l and use types in economic terms . The model states that r ent 
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paying ability of different land use types will force the entrepreneur 

to extract maximum economic utility from a site .. The land use pattern 

is seen as the adjustment that occurs through the competition of Vcci ous land 

uses for different loc ations, (Figure 2). As apartment blocks 

are the most intensive form of res:.dential land use, yielding high 

returns per unit area , their developers are therefore like ly to be the 

most successful residential bidders for expensive land near the city centre 

or at local focal points. 
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The above hypotheses are considered by Chapin (1 964 p .114) when he 

outlines the tr adi tional list of ecologi cal growth processes that give 

rise to urban form: concentration, ce.ntralisa'cion, decentralisation , 

segr egation, invasion and s uccession. In addition economic forces operate 

within the restraints imposed by zoning l aws . The structure and form of 

_the urb an area may be regarded as the r esult of the int e rac tion of thes e 

processes as l and uses, functions instituti ons and popul ation groups compete 

t o fulfi l or maximise their requirements. In brief , t his constitutes the 

activity systems approach to processes behind differentiation. 

The mode l s outlined above , alth ough based on the structure of ~orth 

American ci t ies , can in broad principle be applied to the whi t e residential 

sector of a South African c ity despite it s racial duality. The temporal 

perspective is also required to provide insights into the growth processes 

that are operative in apartment area development, which is essent i ally 

of a speculative nature, in which ecor~omi c processes can be expected to 

play an important part" The existence of a central city core with radial 

lines of communication and even a coastal sector in East London can be 

L~pared t o Chicago , where the 1urgess model was fi r st app l ied . The 

higher s tatu s r esident i al areas as in Chicago, lo ca t e in the 'best t 

r es idential sites wi th coastal views and extend in a sectoral pattern from 

the C.B.D. It can be expected that East London apartment blocks will show 

similar distributional pat t erns . 

The Natura l Area C.'ncep t 

In order to know more a',''lut the detailed characteristics of the urban 

residentia l. sys tem, especially those features related to the development 

of apartment areas, the concr~pt of the ,natural area may be app li ed 

because this typ e of residential development has a distinct ecologi cal 

nature and form in that it is high dens i ty and occupancy is on a 

renta l basis. The natural area concept, der ived from the work of the 

Chi cago school, can provide a useful tool to s tu dy resid en tial differentiation. 
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I" this approach, the urban population is seen by the human ecologists as 

a mosaic of homogeneous social areas, or corrnnunities each characterised 

by a pacticular set of attributes, and each arranged in a particular pattern 

in geographic space. The concept is controversial and the amb iguities 

evident in the literature, espec ially with regard to terminology, have l ed 

to criticism. In addition, the work of Morris and Mogey (1965) suggests 

there has been a decreas ing correspondence between social and physical/ 

morphol ogical groupings in western urban soc i e ty. To whatever extent this 

may be operative, the divorce between social behaviour and location should, 

however , not be exaggerated , especial ly in the South African context. 

In 1964, Burgess defined the natural area as "a t err itorial unit, 

whose distinctive charac teristics - physical, economic and cultural - are 

the r esult of the unplanned operation of ecological and social processes." 

(Tinnns, 1971, p.5). Essential dimensions of this definition lie in the 

stress (·n the ecological perspective, together with the evolutionary nature 

of the development. While natural areas can be intuitively defined by 

using natural boundaries such as rivers, railways and industrial belts, the 

most objective delineation is achieved by defining areas on the basis of 

a combination of selected variables. Change wi thin natural areas is seen 

to occur through ecological processes of invasi on and succession. The 

natura l area concept thus b ecomes an analytical frame whereby relatively 

homogeneous subareas of similar characteristics can be considered. 

Theories 0f contemporary land economis ts provide further insight 

into the deve lopment of natural areas, by introducing the concept of 

morphological subareas. Implicit in the theories of land economists such 

as Ratcliffe (1949), and Hoover and Vernon (1962) is the concept of 

'townscape typology' or 'morphological pian units' which are related to 

phases of urban growth . Smailes (1955) critically examined the approaches 

of urban , morphology as such. The relationship between growth and 

morphology or urban form and function as it is constrained by the existing 

buildings is stressed . Norn'ally these subareas are cons idered to have a 
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c.ertain amount of morphological unity and their similar physical 

characteristics can be measured by analysis of cons truction mat erial, 

type of roofing material, and type of architecture,for instance. 

Hoover and Vernon (1962) modified the conc ept of cycles of structural 

change in natural areas to take int.o account two rings of residential growth, 

one marked by single family hou sing and the other by apartment 

development. The authors carry Lhe analogy further as a refinement of 

the concentric zone concept, and postulate, a series of evolutionary stages 

of natural areas. It is possible therefor e to describe a five stage 

theory ,,·.ld measure the characteristics of each s tage (Figure 3 ). 
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The different stages include firstly an initial p eriod of s ingle 

family construction, characterised by low density, general uniformity of 
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age and condition; secondly, a period of apartment block construction occurs 

representing a transitional stages as population density increases , and 

new con:; truction fills vacant land and "replaces older single family 

hous ing. Thirdly a s t age of downgrading and deterioration, with limited 

new construction, but increasing densities as widespread conversion of 

structures takes place. Fourthly, a thinning process occurs, in which densities 

begin to decline, as dw ellings are abandoned or occupied by nor,--residential 

uses, and as household size decreases . Finally, a renewal stage takes place, 

involving replacement of obsolescent housing , both apartment blocks and 

single family dl.ellings, by high ris J apartment blocks. 

The tendency for a morphological area to move from one stage to the 

next can be demonstrated and the location and movement of various social 

and economic groups among mot"phological subareas in different stages of 

developmen t can be identified. In this regard Birch (1971) follows Hoove r 

and Verron's l ead and defines stages in t erms of r es idential typ es and 

popUlation densities. Not all residential areas go through the complete 

cycle of structural change. Same areaS skip certain stages , while in 

ot;lers, the cycle may be arrested by renewal before the full sequence 

is completed. Nevertheless, these ideas suggest a framework for understanding 

the changes conditioned by time and growth that occur in the structure of 

areas. These natural areas may remain stable for relatively long periods 

and sh~ft quickly to another stage. Because the geographic pattern of 

ageing indicates that the oldest neighbourhoods are concentrated in the 

inner city suburbs, the se central areas can be expected to have seen mos t 

cycles of change. 

The contributions of the early urban ecologists provide valuable 

insights into the study of residential differentiation. The simplicity 

of the eco logical approach despite severe criticism, may be effectively 

us ed to order the complexities of socia-economic structure in the present 

study of apartment blocks and their permanent residents. 
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2.12 The Social Area Approach 

The conceptual gap between urban ecology and the work of the social 

area analysts is considerab ly reduced if considered in relation to the 

views on urbanisation of the sociologist Louis Wir th. Like Burgess, 

Wirth (1938) describes a massive s:lift from rural to urban society, but 

whereas Burgess viewed this change within the finite ecological bounds of 

the city, lHrth suggests a process of graded transition between the extremes 

of rural and urban. Accepting this viewpoint, the social area analysts 

see urban social organisation as reflecting trends in a broad parent 

society (Shevky and Williams, 1949). 

Social area analysis provides a deductive approach by which linkages 

between social, physical and locational space in the ci ty may be determined. 

The t echnique rests upon certain broad conceptual postul ates concerning 

the changing character of modern industrial society . These postulates 

relate to the way in which urban populations are differentiated. 0n the 

basis of these changes, three factors are identified to study a particular 

social system at any time. The technique used was developed as a method 

of classifying census tracts a ,~cording to three indexes: ecoi.1omic st:atus , 

family l ife cycle status and ethnic status. Shevky and Williams (1949) 

f irst applied the t echnique to a study of Los Angeles and it was extended 

in 1955 by Shevky and Bell in a ;tudy of San Francisco. By means of 

these constructs it is possible to identify the social areas in t':e city, 

for those tracts which exhibit similar scores can be grouped into relatively 

uniform soc ial areas. 

In the present study, the family life cycle is employed as a general 

evaluative and classifying concept, although the pha s es cannot be rigidly 

ident ified in all c"ses, and households can be expected to omit certain stages 

(Johnston,_ 1971). Firstly, the fairly short pre-child period has been equated 

with the he ad of household under 23 years. The two membe r family household 

are likely to be at work most of the day and so demand for space is low relative 
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to later stages. At this earl~1 stage of the male I s career his income is 

likely to be fairly l ow, and home purchase unlike ly. Accessibility to 

the C.B.D. may be important and the household head may be dedicated to spending 

much leisure time away from home which is frequently in a cheap central 

city location. In the second or child-bearing stage household heads are 

usually aged between 23 and 33 years and the family size inc reases. Space 

demands also increase as the wife usually r emains at home to rai se her 

children. Accessibility becomes les s important and the quality of the 

local environment crucial especially with regard to provision of privat e 

open sp ace ~ The third or child-rearing phase, app r oximating to that of 

h ouseh o ld h ead aged fr om 33 to 43 years, is when the family size gene rally 

stops inc reasing, children matur e and the husband prog resses in his career. 

Home ownership and stability become important features of l' amily life , and 

frequently a suburban home may be purchased. The fourth child-launching 

st age frequently occurs between the a: ,es of 43 to 53 y ears when children 

are Frogress ing through their tee n s , and space demands build up again. 

Real in come of h ousehol d head is often at a maximum. The last stage is 

t:,e post- child st ag e when the hou sehold head is uver 53 year s. Family 

size declin es as children leave home. Smaller h Oines or a flat may b e 

desired by many especially in the older housing stock near the central city, 

ant this involves the process of residential filtering. 

Social Area An a lysis has been criticised by Hawley and Duncan (1957) 

mainly for not having a carefully formulated theoretical basis for 

explaining the typology and because the indexes were deductively selec t ed . 

(Murdi e , 1969). Hawever, by int erre lating the concepts of social space 

and combining them with the notions of c l assical ecologists, it is possible 

to provide a f ramework withL1 whi ch t o identify the degree of urban 

di ffe r entiation. The con structs thus form the basis for a more integrated 

approach to the problem of recognising res idential differentiation. 
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2,13 An Integrated Factorial Rcological Approach 

It has been shown th at the analysis and i dentification of social 

or ecol )gical areas as de scr ibed above', have derived primarily from the 

conc entric and sector models and the social area analysts , but studies 

have lacked a comprehensive approach . In order to overcome this limitation, 

the development of factor ial ecologic al studies is important and is 

outlined below to show the general principles that have emergea, and the 

direc t ion of this conceptual contribution . 

The t e rm factorial ecology is of recent origin and has been used to 

describe those analyses of urban spatial structure discussed which employ 

factor analysis 85 a technique . Advanc e d computer technology has made 

possible multivariate processing of huge data matrices which are 

characterist i c of factorial ~cologies. In most instances , the diagnostic 

data are not chosen with the aim of replicating social area indexes, but 

rather to isolate those dimensions which could be expected to exp l ain as 

much as pos sible of the socia-economic differentiation within urban are as. 

Data are analysed by census tracts "hich have a spatial location. The 

factor analysi s te~hni que produces the main dimensions of d~fferentiati on 

i n decreasing order of significance . Each f act or therefore is a dimen s ion 

of s ocial space , and factor scores can the n be used to c l assify subareas 

according to s t a t us . 

T~le multidimens i onal urban structure implicit in the earlier conceptual 

contributions thus is made explicit by the objective analytic power of 

factor analysis, and fundamental interrelationships within the r esidential 

sys tem can be expl ained . The t echni que , despit e it s statistical limitations, 

has been u sed to great advantage in exploratory u rban studies for cross 

cultural ecolog ical comparisons . 

Anderson and Egeland's (1961) analysis of the spatial variance of four 

u.s. cities shm"ed th a t soc i a-economic status varied principally by sector; 

vari ables meas u l~ing the familia l characteristics of the population vari e d 

by concentric zone , and those isolating a minority group clustered in 
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sr3cific localities . ThIs paper helped provide the conceptua l link 

between the urban ecological approach and the social area analysts . 

Figur e 4 . 
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Further developments include Murdie' s model (1969) which described a 

similar pattern of essential elements in the r esidential structure and 

ch ange i n a city (Figure 4). Berry and Rees (1 968) (Rees , l S70 p.309 ) through 

the usc of factorial studies, have developed a comprehensive model and 

confinned th3t districts are recognised by socia-economic and family 

characteristics of their residents and the distribu t ion patterns t ake the 

form of a combination of zones and sectors . Together these studies have 

shown that the model is generally valid for most large industrial cities 

within the developed nations of the world, and provide " independent , 

additive contributions to the total socia-economic structuring of city 

n=ighbourhoods" (Berry, 1971, p. 309) . On this basis therefore it would 

appear that the technique can be applied to a study of one aspect of 

residential diffe rentiation in a South African city. 
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2.2 The Micro Approach to Res!rtential Differentiation 

The macro-scale of spatial generalisation outline d has taken the 

natural area, e ither exp licitly or irrplicitly as the basic unit fo r 

analy s is. Even this level of generalisation may hide important patterns 

of v c-riation within the re.:;idential system. At the mi cro-scale the r e fore 

the approach covers many related behavioural disciplines and the individual 

household can be taken as the basic decision making unit responsible for 

the processes which give rise to the macro patterns. The micro approach 

thus compliments macro-scale patte rns by linking the latter to basic processes. 

Insight into these processes can be gained by focussing the inves tj6ation 

on the Ioeationa l behaviour of the individual hous ehold, and its response 

to environmental qualities which in turn, may cause res idential mobility. 

Residential preferences of apartment residents and the strdssors l e ading 

to intra-urban mob ility therefore are pertinent t o thi s s tudy. 

Apartment block construction is :argely the result of speculative 

development, and is normally confined to particular zoned areas . The 

nature and variety of rented apartment accommodation offered, make the 

L~cation decision pertinent to Lhis study for it is clearly the product of 

the interaction of the individual demand with the housing s upply. The 

latter, especially in the cas e of apartment block construction, involves a 

cOllplex system of deci sion makers who include ,,",ong others, builders, 

speculators, finance companies and r.state agents. l.nth rented accommodation 

in flats e specially, it is impossible for ten;mts to make structural changes 

to the dwelling unit to satisfy thei r needs and expectations. For this 

reas on , a study of str ess experienced by apartment r esidents may h e lp 

to establish the degree of permanency within the natural area. 

The conceptu al framewo,k i.s based on Holpert' s adaptation of behavioural 

theory . In this regard, Brown and Moore (1 970 ) developed the concep t 

of plac e utili ty which measures an individual h ousehold 's level of 

satisfaction with r eBpec t to a given locat ion. Residential mobility is 

then seen as the adju stment process ;;-lhcreby one residenc e is s ubstitu ted 
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for another of greater place utility to s atisfy the nee ds of the household. 

The individual household is subject to cont inu ou s stimuli from the 

irrnnedi a te environment e.g. the dwelling unit and neighbourhood cha~:- acterist:'cs, 

location in relation to urban space, viz. shopping centres, recre ational 

facilities etc. Stimuli may con~titute stressors caused by differences 

between the needs and expectations of a household and the qualities of its 

present,location. Such stress may be reduced or maintained at a tolerable 

l eve l by adjusting household needs or restructuring the environment 

relative to the household so that it satisfies the household's needs 

better. The former is the more probable approach to be followed by 

apartment dwellers, for the latter is not easily possible. 

The model of Rees (1970) gives an essentially ecological framework 

which contains some progression from the residential decision of the 

individual household to aggregate spatial patterns . In essence the model 

attempts, comprehensively, to understand the residential l ocation c~cision 

process. The model pre dicts that the individual household achieves a 

position in social space, which is defined by its socie-economic status 

and life cycle stage . This I-osition is match ed by accommod&tion of 

appropriate dimensions, quality and rent constraints, within an equivalent 

housing space of similar units. This housing space is then located within 

an equivalent community s pace broadly defined by socio-economic status and 

familial characteristics yet containing a mosaic of diffe,ent sub~reas . 

Anyone of these natural areas within the same broad zone of community 

space defined according to the particular household constraints which 

establish its neighbou rhood characteristics, is thu s fixed in physical 

space, and gives rise to the overall spatial patterns. 

The r e sidcp-tial decision making process is the refore the mechanism 

by which zones of natural areas are created as the city grows because the , 

acgregat ive effect of movemen t by individual households produces 

geographical patterns of society within the city. Of course , constraints 

impos ed by existing buildings h ave considerable influence on the se patterns. 
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As a result it must be remembe~s d that subareas tend to retain certain 

of their physical characte ristics even though composition of housing 

demand may ch ange significantly . 1:, addition some neighbourhoods will 

change their characteristics t o accommodate a change in the composition 

of the total ccmmunity' 5 demand. In each case though ,neighbourhoods tend 

to make gradual transitions not abrupt changes (Smith, 1964). 

The importance of the micro behavioural approach in it s attempt to 

break down the macro residenti al proces s into its basic components is to 

form a better understanding of the macro spatial system. Herber t (1972, 

p .19) states that "the scale at which the geographical approach op.rates 

is general rather than indiVidual, and is sometimes described as a meso-

scale. 1t This being so, the present research strives to make a contribution 

to the theory by using both macro and micro scales in a complimentary manner 

wi thin the r esearch programme. 

2.3 Su rvey of Empirical Studies of Apartment Living 

In general there is a paucity of geographical studies of apartment 

block location, or their res idents' characteristics. Most of these 

studies are descriptive summaries of apartment grmv-th or emerge 

from interest in the social-psychological aspects of high dens ity living . 

From the previous section it is clear that only very recently have attempts 

been made to accommodate ap "rtment area growth into the general theory 

of ur~an structure. 

2.31 International Persp ect ive 

Apartment blocks only really became a s ignificant component of the 

western residential structure in post World War II years. According to 

the Bank of Nova Scotia Report (1965) there was an apartment boom in 

Canadian cities for example , as a result of demand built up during the war 

years . Since the mid fi fties , change has occurred , inf lu enced by many 

. forces including advances in technology and resulted in the location of 

high ris e apartment blocks downtown and in the suburbs - a feature which 

hel.ps to curb urban sprawl. 
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The reasons behind the apartment block boom include a change in 

demographic structure of metropolitan areas associated with an increase 

in non- :ami ly hou seho l ds, changes in family s i ze and age s tructur es 

(Neutze 1968). Econcmic considerations are also important in that the 

increased cost of land necessitates more intensive utilisation End rising 

incomes encourage sing l e family liv ing. In gene r al apar t ment block 

devel opment appears to have been affect e d by processes influencing 

r esidential building as a whole . 

Apar tment bl ocks in Canada have shown a sustained inc rease in number 

especial ly between 1963 and 1964 unti: they have overtaken the number of 

singl e de tached units (Figure 5) . Nader (1 973 ) provides fur ther 
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Figure 5. Canadian Apartment Boom 1950-1965 

Source: Bank of Nova Scot i a (1 965 ) 

documentation on the recent growth and apartment block distribution of 

the C:madian boom in the Prairie Hetropolitan areas, while Bourne (1 967 ) 

has made one of the firs t at t empts to formu l ate a spe c i fic urban theory 

of apartment block l ocat i on. His s tudy of redevelopment i n the c ity of 

Toronto est ablished that apartment buildings formed 33% of the additions 
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to the housing stock during 1952-1962. He found that a general areal 

demand for apartment blocks could be relat ed to the physica l and socio-economic 

environment and to access ibili.ty within the urban area. In addition 

specific site factors allocated redevelopment including apartment buildings 

amant the areas of existing demand, according not only to land availability, 

but also to the ability to overcome zoning r egulations and community 

resistance. Bourne's finding s suggest that such redevelopment is not a 

necessary correlate of the age of a district's housing stock, and its 

proximity to the city centre. Instead, apartment development becomes 

concentrated into a few areas which refle c t the channelling effect" of 

zoning on the location of urban land us es , and the tendency for new 

construction to follow existing land use concentrations and previous 

directions of growth (Figure 6). 

•• l 
• 

o 

Figure 6. Apartment Blocks in Toronto 1970 

Source : Herbert (1972, p .4·0) 

In 1969 Bourne developed a more detailed outline of the processe s 

involved in the spat ial patt~rns of apartment location. He concluded 

that the decision to build apartment blocks would be affected by the 

distribut ion and characteristics of the total existing housing stock; 

t.he accessibility of different areaS to various nodes of interest or 

employment centres such as the C.B.D.; the quality of the local building 
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stJ..Ick and environment a1 characteristics which affect the developer I s 

evaluation of location alternatives; the consumer's accessibili t y to 

alterna t ive housing opportunities within the urban area, and also the 

immediate site characteristics which would determine the cos t of land 

purchase. 

Bourne (1973) up dated this analysis for the period 1962-71 in order 

to document any changing spatia l controls on apartment construction. 

As 3 result he was able to include two additional factors that would 

affect the decision to erect apartment blocks. These were local demand 

(by particular ethnic groups or for specific ownership characteristics) 

and public control i.e. zoning. The latter aspect in particular he 

felt tended to increase the segregation of apartment areas from other 

urban environments and thereiore he concluded that apartment areas had 

devel oped their own character or status not necessarily related to "the 

social (Ir physical character of thei r contextual environment". (B ourne 1973, 

p.411) • 

In a Toronto study of apartment dwellers, Abu Lughod (1960) was 

concerned with discovering the characteristics of people whG chose the 

city centre in preference to suburban living (Foote et al. 1960). The 

central city was defined as an area within ten minutes rapid transportati on 

time from the C.B.D. Abu Lughod was also only concerned witl apartment 

residents who had recently chosen to live in the area, which r estricted 

her to newly crnstructed apartment blocks. 

The findings show that over 32% were unattached individuals and 

another 38% were childless couples. The majority of those employed 

downt own vlere white collar workers, and almost half had incomes exceeding 

$15 000 annually. The main in-migrants ' from other parts of the city 

were older couples who moved from the suburbia. However, in general 

central city residents appeared to be committed to the good life. 

Grossman's (1966) suburban area case study in Montgomery county, 
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United States was chiefly oriented towards a community planni~6 for apartment 

blocks. Thi s study demonstrated that apartment dIJellers have fewer 

children of school age per dwelling unit than the single family reEidences 

and that personal mobility was a major facto r in the apartment boom. 

Grossman's contribution lay i n poLlting out how little att ention was being 

given to comprehensive planning of apartment location within its community 

context and heavily criticised existing zoning techniques in this reg ard. 

Neutze's (1968) national study showed that during the previous decade, 

apartmen t building played a prominent part in the total construction in 

United Etates Hetropolitan Areas and the largest proportion of apartment 

blocks were built in the suburbs. In contrast to Bourne ' s Canadian study, 

he found no evidence of clustering of apartment blocks. In only 16')'. of 

the spatial patterns was there a decline in the nl~ber of apartment blocks 

away from the city centre. Neutze suggested that the causes of this suburban 

apartment development lay in advanced transportation technology whi;h has led 

to an expanded r ange of locational choices for res ~dence t ogether with 

changes in standards and aspirations of urban residents. To some extent 

thi s decreas e d the attractiven~cs of the central city for apartment 

building and increased the attraction of the suburban areas and workplaces. 

Furthermore the freeways helped prevent loss of accessibi lity to the city. 

Finally he suggests that the mos \: important attractive featur e of apartment 

living is not the high density nature but rather that flats can be. rented. 

The contemporary soc ial-psychological interes t in high density living 

is illustrat ed by Stevenson, Hartin and O'Neill's Australian study of 

family life in flats (1 967 ). The s tudy is essentially sociological in 

orientation and can only be regarded as of geographical interest in that 

it helps to understand the factors causing the stressors in apartment 

life. Bri t ish studies appear to be mainly sociological (White, 1953 , 

J ephc ot t, 1971) or concentrate on "rchitectural aspects of afartment 

buildings (Jensen, 1966 ) . 
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2.32 South African Perspectiv~. 

South African case studies of apartmen t living too are primarily 

sociological in orientation but do give some indication of characteristics 

of apartment dwellers which are r e l evant to thi s study . Lever and 

Schlunmer's (1970) sociological investigation of apartment r es idents and single 

family residents in Hillbrow and parts of Berea in Johannesburg emphasised 

differences between central "flatland" and differe nt types of suburban 

localities on the basis of the extent and quality of informal social 

friendships. The results showed only marginal differences between people 

living in areas of different socio-economic status, and between pecple 

living in diff erent typ es of dwellings. The authors discounted ecological 

causes for this, suggesting that flats and poorer areas might , for 

practical r easons , attract larger proportions of people such as widows, 

who are like.ly to be socially less well integrat ed than is normal . When 

the analysis was limited to flats, th'ir r esidents were found to have 

more frequent cont acts with friends than people living in houses possibly 

due to greater opportunities for visiting associated with high density 

h .. :>using. On a general level, fe e lings of social i so l a tion, although 

proportionately more prevalent among some people in "flatland" such as 

widm,s, only affected small minorities. In 1972, Leve r and Wagner showed 

th.,t high r ates of resid ential mobility also exi s t in "flatland" where 

median l ength of stay was only 12,6 months. 

Unterhalt er (1972) who studied the charqcteristics and reactions of 

Johannesburg r es ident s to apartment li fe , noted that small families 

(1,5 children) were typical, and an underrepresentation of children 

between 5 and 14 years of age was evident. She s uggests this is because 

families live in f lat s whi lL their children are of pre-school age and 

move to the suburbs as the children grow older. This conclusion is based 

on the fact that 73,6% of parents of children under the age of 4 years 

~lanncd this move. The study the refore also considered the special 

probl ems of families with childr en in the flat, and highli ghted the 
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considerable difficulty experienced by parents and the effect on their 

satisfaction with r egard t o apartment life. Only 6,6% of apartment dwellers 

thought there were nO disadvantages to apartment living , . and the r es t 

complained of the re s triction of space in the flat, the lack of outdoor 

space or the lack of privacy of parents. In addition, the prot-lem of 

the curbing of children's activities was no ted and in this connection 

balconies were regarded as too dangerous as child play areas. The lack 

of gardens surrounding the buildings and the inadequacy of parks in the 

flatland area were mentioned. Family satisfaction l evels appeared to be 

undermined by child rearing under cOI'ditions of the apartment life style. 

Residents in flatland were shown to have typical characteri s tics viz: 

incomes generally higher than the Johannesburg average; family heads in 

the three top occupational l .,vels, (68, 2% ); underrepresentation of skilled 

and semi-skilled workers (8,6%) and English as the home language (74,3%), 

despite a high percentage of immigrant fami li es (13%). 

Kahn I s dynamic study (1973) of the maj or apartment areas in Johannesburg 

betw een 1960 and 1970, made us e of factor analYSiS, and placed considerable 

en:phasis On the planning implications, particularly with r e", ard to 

provision of social f aci lities and amenities. He showed that Johannesburg 

apartment blocks were distributed in a clustered patt e rn along major 

arterial systems and around major shopping nodes, and were borh centalised 

in ano around the city as well as in the proce ss of decentralising int o 

the suburbs. The clusters dif fere d from each other in populati.on 

charact eris tic s and form of development. Kahn suggested that the basic 

processes and patterns of development led to zonal di s tinctions between 

the family oriented suburban apartment areas which catered for families in 

all stages of the life cycle, and the consumer oriented households close 

to the central city which were on ly' attractive to those households of 

single persons in early adulthood, childless coupl es and the older smaller 

hous eholds which had completed the child launching stage. Generally 

therefore, Kahn f ound that the apartment areas of J ohann esbur g occurred 
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at specific locations, with the characteristics of their residenc es 

reflecting the ecological structure of the city as a whole. Kahn also 

demon s trated that the provision of s('cial facilities and amenities showed 

serious deficiencies as they only partially reflected the requirements 

of Lle population. 

In 1972, Du Toit carried out a survey of apartment blocks in Port 

Elizabeth, using a division of the Municipal Area into five suburban 

areas for ease of analysis. He dealt with the physical characteristics 

of apartment blocks, carried out a stratified sample survey of socio

economic characteristics of their residents and tried to assess th·dr 

residential pr eferences. The major aim of the survey was to collect 

information that would be of value in planning of apartment areas . 

The largest number of apartment dwellers were found in the North End/ 

Korsten/Algoa Park areas and not in the Mount Road/Central Area where the 

highest concentration of flats is focnd. The former area had the greatest 

numb ',r of pre- school and primary school children , whereas the larges t 

number of high schoo l children was found in the latter area. Overall 

~zsults showed similar characteristics to those recognised in Johannesburg 

including the fact that residents were mainly English speaking, the median 

age of household was 35 , 6 years, and 70,1% of occupants were white collar 

workers. 

The survey of apartment living has prOVided the basis from which this 

study can be deve loped. Direct comparisons of results obtained in East 

London can be made with the South African case studies described , to 

render findings more meaningful and thus extend knowledge of apartment 

living in South Africa. In addicion, it is hoped to indicate future 

avenues of resear.ch into apar tment living pertinent to the South African 

context. The conceptual background presented in this chapter, together 

with the survey of empirical s '::udies of apartment living , provid es a body 

of theoretical knowledge from which the present study can select relevant 

aspects to t est or support under re sidential conditions prevailing in 

East London. 
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CHAPTER 3 

THE EMPInCAL PERSPECTIVE 

It is important to place the present study in persp ective within 

the broader national, regional and local settings so that hypotheses 

and aims can be framed in their true context. The empirical information 

should form a firm background, ,so that the findi.ngs of the present study 

can later be compared with other work on residential patterns in East London. 

3.1 Ea s t London Regional Setting. 

The city of East London, founded in 1847, is a port at the mouth of 

the Buffalo River, on the south-eastern seaboard of the Republic of 

South Af rica. For the purposes of this study, East London is defined as 

the 142 square kilometres of Municipal Area, which excludes both the new 

suburbs across the Nahoon River, and the Berlin Flats industrial ar ea 

(located 42 kms from East London) which together comprise the met ropolitan 

area . According to the 1970 Census there are 118 298 people living in 

the Municipal Area of whom 44,7% (52 980) are wh ite , 11,4% (13 211) 

are coloured, 1,6% (1 994) are Asi an , and 42,3% (50 113) are Bantu. 

East London ther efore ranks eleventh in South Africa by size of 

white population and thirteenth in terms of total population. 

Except for a temporary halt at the time of the depression following 

the Anglo Boer War at the t'lrn of the century, the population of East 

Lande" has grown steadily (Figure ', ). The early years saw the rapid 

growth of the town as a port, encouraged by the opening of the Kimberley 

diamond fields. Since thea, both total and white population especially 

have grown at a reduced pace. Industrial deve lopment would appear to hold 

the key to the patterns of East London's population growth. Whether 

the development of Border indus tries around the city currently taking 

place will accelerate this growth, remains to be seen. Hooever it is 

possibl.e that white industr i alists and other migrants with their families 

may be at tracted to the ci ty in the near future in response to a positive 

industrialisation policy. Housing, especially in the fm:m of rented 
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accommoJation needs t o be provided for the immed iate residential 

requirements of such people. 

In terms of the South African city system, East London ranks in the 

third l evel of the metropolitan hic'.rarchy (Davi es and Cook , 1968 ) (Table 4). 

However within the national spa'ce economy , East London i s part of the 

peripheral economic space , weakly integrat ed with the Witwatersrand core, 

probably because of the city's marginal l ocation with r espect t o the 

three maj or urban cores around which the national space p.conomy is chiefly 

organised. East London acts as the service/commercial/finance centre 

for the Border region, and as gateway to the Transke i and Ciskei Border 

Deve lopment Areas which are economic a lly backwar d. This hint erland has 

no imp ortant natura l r esources and is poor agriculturally . Nevertheless, 
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in its capacity as entrepot por~, the city has assumed the central 

transport, storage, communications and manufacturing functions of the 

region. This is reflected in the 1070 occupational structure for East 

London white s (Table 1). However white per capita incomes (Table 2), 

whell comp ared with other met ropolitan areas, are low, and in 1970 only 

13,4% earned over R4 000 p.a. This characteristic may be related among 

other factors to the low level of economic development in the region as 

a whole. East London whites were somewhat better educated than th e South 

African average at the time of the 1960 Census ( ~atts , 1970) and today 

Table 1. Eas t London Whites: Occupational and Industrial Breakdown . 

Occupations Percentage 

Clerical 32,6 

Production/Transport 28,0 

Professional 12,8 

I S alesworkers 12,6 

Service 6,7 

Administrative 4,8 

Not classifiable 2,0 

Farm/Forestry 0,5 

Source: Population Census (1970) 

Reports no. 02-01-05 

02-01-04 

Industri es Percentage 

Commerce 22,9 

Transport 22,2 

Service 21,2 

l1anufacturing 16 ,0 

Finance 9,3 

Construction 6,3 

Electricity 1,3 

Agriculture 0,6 

l1ining 0,2 
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3able 2. East London: White Incomes . 

Rands Percentage Rank 1960 Per Capita 

- 400 10,0 1 Johannesburg 

400- 799 10,4 2 Durban 

800-1 199 12,5 3 Cape Town 

1 200-1 

1 600-1 

2 000-2 

2 500-2 

3 000-3 

4 000-5 

6 000-9 

10 000 + 
? 

Source: 

599 12 , 9 4 Port Elizabeth 

999 9,0 5 Germiston 

499 10,6 6 Pretoria 

999 8,4 7 East London 

999 12 , 5 8 Bl oemfontein 

999 7,8 

999 4 ,3 

1 ,3 

0 ,3 

Population Census (1970) , Watts (1970) 

Report no . 02-01-06 

Income (Rands) 

978 , 3 

873 , 6 

803 , 8 

736 , 0 

716 , 2 

715 , 8 

697 , 2 

669 , 6 

more than one third of the white adult s are estimated to h~ve passed 

matric or higher , and some 11% have university training. It is not 

surprising therefore that the median age of whites is as high as 27 years 

(Watts 1970) and that t he 25-34 year age group is under represented possibly 

because young people are leaving t o find job opportunities elsewhere 

(Watts , 1970). 

Two othe r meaSures of economic health substantiate the relatively low 

l evel of economic development which characterises Eas t London. By 

value of rates co llected, the city ranked sixth in 1965 a~ong the 

metropolitan areas , and eleventh by value of building plans passed, the 

absolute amount of wh ich was less ,than any other metropolitan area. The 

latter index is a crude meaSure of prog ress of building in the city because 

not all building plans passed r esult in completed buildings, and because 

prices are inflated ·over time. Nevertheless, the general trend, (Figure 8) 
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despite fluctuations, has been for an annual rise, suggesti~~ a fairly 

steady increase and the gro>lth rate over the 61 year period averages 

2,75% which is close to the 2,67"10 mean for the t otal population gl'owth 

rate over the same period. (Watts, 1970) • 

• r----~----_+----~----~-----+_----~--~~--~ 
• L-___ , _____ L-__ ---' ___ ---'-_ __ -'--____ -'-_____ -'-____ -' 

1900 1910 1920 1930 19t,0 19:5';) 1950 1970 
YEARS 

Figure 8. Number of Building Pl ans Passed: East' London 1903-1963. 

Source: Watts (1970, p. 61). 

3.2 Evoluti on of Apartment Ar eas 

The low but steadily ri s ing economic level is reflec ted in the 

residential sector . Building appears to have taken two forms - that of 

outer, sprawling r es idential expansion especially across che Nahocn river 

outside the Municipal area, and inne r increasing density related to 

intens ification of residential uses (Figure 9). Apartm ~nt areas can 

be defined on the basis of the number of apartment blocks, because the , 
study deals with all blocks in the city. For convenience, it was decided 

to divide the apartment blocks into four broad spatial groups, name ly, 

Centr a l, Quign~y, Southc rnwood/Belgravia and the scattered apartment areas. 

(Figure 10 ) . 
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This incr eas ed i n tensity i s a pos t Wor ld War I phenomenon but v ery little 

information is availabl e on the detailed development of multifamily 

r es idences in the citya The earliest record of the East London Rent Board 

r egardihg l odging houses and flats appears in the East London and Frontier 

Red Book ih 1923. The first plan (No: 4769 ) for a block of flats was 

approved in August 1923 for a building in Brighton Street in Qui5ney 

(Figure 12) . The provi sion of a wate r borne s ewerage scheme for Eas t London 

evidently opened up the way for the e recti on of blocks of flats a t this t ime . 

The first bl ock in Elton street, Southernwood (building plan no. 8114) was 

approved in November 1928 (Figure 11). In the early days of the Town 

Planning Scheme, the Quigney was perm~tted a maximum coverage of 75% for 

blocks of flats and a height of 80 feet or s ix storeys whichever was the 

l esser. Thi s was the equ ivalent of a maximum bu l k of 4 , 5. The corresponding 

details for th e Soutbernwood area, including Belgravia, were maximum coverage 

of 66,6% and a h eight of 40 fee t or three storeys equivalent t o a bulk of 

2,0. TI-e first records of blocks of flat s appear in the 1926 Census when 

they were included und e r residential chamb e rs and apartments,i.e . sing l e 

rooms (Tab l e 3A). 

Southernwood &nd Belgravia were formerly high c lass ' r e, idential areas , 

characterised by large , old, rambling sing l e family hou ses , many of which are 

still s tanding , on large erfs . On the evidence of one old b oarding house 

still in central Southerm.,ood it is sugges t e d that increas ing Jens ity was 

relate~ first t o house subdivision and the deve l opmen t of boarding hous es 

before apartment blocks were built in this area. Today some of these large 

ol d houses have becn converted into flats, some with a modern apartment block 

adjacent to the old house, especial ly in Belgravia. North End is even o l der 

than Southernwood and togethe r with Quigney no doubt showed s i mi lar 

re s i dential development of increasing density. 

has l ong been assoc i ated with recreation. 

Quigney espec ial ly 

It is now possible to considcr the growth of apartment blocks in the c ity 

over time. Although there has been a much greater i ncrease in the absolute 

Humber of h ouses than fl. ats built from 1926 t o 1970 (8 000 hou ses versu s 

3 200 flats) the average annual exponential growth rat e for flat s betHeen 
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Table 3. East London: Apartment Growth. 

Table 3A. Increase in dwelling units 1926-1970. 

..-
Year Houses Percentage Exponential Flats Percentage Exponential 

Growth rate per anm .. nn Growth rate per annum 

1926 3 714 83 
.03 .06 

1936 5 253 428 
.02 .09 

1941 5 996 676 
.01 .07 

1946 6 497 959 
.02 .01 

1970 11 695 3 339 

Source: Raw data from: Dwelling, Part 9, Fourth Census (1926); Special 
Report No: 185 (1946): Sixth Census Vol. 8 (1936): Census and 
Statistics (1941) Report on Dwellings; Statistical News Release 
No: 40 (19 70) • 

Table 3B. Number of Flats. 

Rooms 1964 1965 1967 1970 

One 255 270 290 330 
Two 419 433 476 479 
Three 938 959 1 029 1 092 
Four 401 422 429 464 
Five -t 78 81 108 98 

Total 2 091 2 165 2 332 2 463 

Source: Statistics of flats (1970) Reports No: 11-04-01 
11-04-02 
11-04-03 

Table 3C. Number of Apartment Bloc'<s erected 1966-1973 

Apartment Blocks 
Year 

No. Value in Rands 

1966 8 484 000 
1967 11 379 000 
1968 1.7 889 000 
1969 15 1 274 000 
1970 4 532 000 
1971 6 491 000 
1972 2 88 000 
1973 5 464 000 

Source : Bull e tin of Statistics 
Vol: 3 No: 1 and 2 (1969) 
Vol: 7 No: 4 (1973) 
lr ..... 1. $:I: 11.1,.... < ') (1q 74 ) 

Houses 

No. Value in Rands 

126 893 000 
132 974 000 
177 1 296 000 
194 1 928 000 
168 1 842 000 
199 2 235 000 
235 2 751 000 
265 2 996 000 
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lq21-1926 was twice as rapid as that for houses (Table 3A). This growth 

pattern is expected with the heri tage of single family housing predominant 

in the city, bue does indicate the growing acceptance of the apartment 

life style over time. It further suggests that flats were irmnediately 

acceptabl e as a form of residential living , although numerically building 

of multifamily dwellings was overshadowed by single family housing. 

From 1936-1946 this annual growth rate of flats increased even more 

rapidly while that of houses decreased again suggesting that the demand 

for flats was greater than that for houses . However, after 1946, the 

average exponential growth rate for 00th hous es and flats became very 

similar indicating possibly that the backlog of multifamily dwelling had 

been met, and the comparable growth rate probably reflects the rate of 

household formation. 

Table 3B gives a general indication of the absolute increase in 

differ·mt types of flats but is not directly comparable with Table 3A 

because the 1970 totals do not correspond. Essentially there has been 

no change in the relative proportions of different sizes of flats over six 

years suggesting d condition of equilibrium exists betweel' the number of 

flats in each size group. Therefore the figures which show a varying 

increase in number of bachelor (1,4%) and five roomed flats (0,2%) and 

a very slight decrease of about 1% in most other sizes of fL.ts, reflect 

the r.djustment of the apartment sector of the residential system each time 

the overall ratio is changed in response t o local demand. The Table 

suggests that there is a r egular demand for one roomed and three roomed 

flats, as the number of each shows a steady increase. Du Toit' s (1972) 

study shows that three and fou r living rooms per flat are structurally 

cheaper to erect. Between 1965-1967 there was a marked increase in the 

number of two roomed flats which p'resumably met the demand for this type 

of flat, as only three more were built by 1970. The backlog in four 

roomed flats was made up between 1967 and 1970 whe n significantly, five

roomed flats actually dccHncd by ten, s uggesting demolition of blocks 
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with large flats or conversion of exi s ting large flats. A p ossib le 

reasOn would b e that the demand for thi s type of v ery large flat has 

probably been f ill ed . 

An indication of the value of completed apartment blocks is available 

(Table 3C) but unfortunately interpretation is hinderec as no fi gures 

r e cording actual numb e r of flats in each block are given. From 1969-1971 

when only one, thr ee or four roomed flats were b e ing built (Table 3B), 

the average value per block was at its highest (1966/67 = R49 082; 

1969/71 = R99 922). The apartment blocks may have been large, but they 

also m .;y have included flats of the luxury type. Since then, the average 

value of blocks built has been lower (1972/3 = R68 400) despite increased 

building cos ts, suggesting poss ibly that the flats may be for the lower or 

middle income groups. 

A broad perspect ive is gained from t c tal rateable site valuations of 

the apartment sector (excluding complexes of flats and shops) whir:' yielded 

a proportion of 4,~4 (Rl, 8m ) of tbe total municipal rateable site valuations 

in East London (Municip a lity, 19 74). The proportion for apartment 

buildings of the total was 9,1% (R14 , 3m ) yi e lding a total com:,ined apartment 

site and building valuation of 8 , 4% of all rateabl e properties (1974). 

The increase in flats has not been scattered throughout the Municipality, 

for town planning regulations require apartrr.ent b l ocks to b e built within 

g eneral residential z ones or above busines ses within a lilnited a:.ea zoned 

for general or special business. Since 1973, group and cluster housing 

(medium and low density general residential u se ) has been incorporated into 

the East London Town Planning S cheme, a feature which may affect the 

number and type of apartment buildings erected in future. Minimum size 

of si.te for a partment blocks is 793 square metres in Souc.hernwood/Belgravia 

(with a fixed bulk factor of 0,55) and 1 , 000 square metres for thos e built , 

in general residential zones in township s a pproved after 26th April 196 6. 

Height however is unrestricted. Certain add iti onal regulations are 

imposed on apartment block construction in Southcrnwood/Belgravia and 
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Quigney. In both these suburbs, street building lines must be half the 

height of the building from ground level to wall plate with a minimum 

of 4,~ metres and a maximum of 9,1 metres. In addition special bulk 

factor r egulations, concerning the ratio of building to land area, 

controls apartment block density in these two clusters. In t ne special 

Beach zone of the Quigney where there is a local height restriction of 

25 metres or six storeys , apartment blocks are not permitted to be built 

without prior cons ent of both the Council and Administrator. 

The effect of zoning in general has been to channel apartment growth 

within certain areas. However the zoning and associated regulations 

are sufficiently flexible to allow the operation of free market forces 

and ecological forces within the zoned areas. 

3.3 Ch aracteristics of Apartment Dwellers. 

Watts (19 70 ) found that 15% of East London's white population lived 

in flacs, a figure which correlates clos e ly with the national average 

of 16% or 115 971 South Africans who live in flats within multistorey 

buildings. Nevertheles s East London has more flats than pould be expected 

from the number of households in the city and in 1970 ranked seventh by 

total number of apartment blocks in South Africa (Table 4) . These blocks 

are much smaller in size on average than is the case in other metropolitan 

centres (Table 4). Average rentals too , are lo·wer for each size of 

flat (except those with one room) than in any other metropolitaL area 

(Table 5), and a high proportion 6,1% are rented furnished (Table 5). 

Such low rentals may be related to the low per capita incomes of East 

London residents while the proportionat e ly higher rental for one roomed 

flats, suggests that present demand for this size of flat is greater 

than supp ly . 

Familial characteristics of East London ap artment dwellers show the 

und erreprcscntat ion of younger persons under 25 years, and the much 

higher p roportion (60,2%) over 35 years when cCKlIpared with all East 
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Table 4 . Metropolitan Centres: Apartment Blocks . 

-
Order 0 Metropolitan 1964 1965 1967 1970 Average No. Average Number 
Urban Centr e of Flats of Rooms per 
Pl ace* per block F lat 

1 Witwatersr and 2 749 2 953 3 104 3 711 16 , 5 2 , 3 

a) Johannesburg 2 128 2 275 2 365 2 728 19 , 8 2, 2 

b) Rest of Rand 621 678 739 983 13 ,3 2,5 

2 Gape Town 1 806 1 879 1 958 2 195 15 , 5 2 , 7 

2 Durban 1 218 1 281 1 368 1 452 19 , 7 2,3 

2 Pretoria 543 586 683 809 25 ,7 2 ,2 

3 Port Elizabeth 422 471 541 592 15 , 6 2 , 8 

3 Bloemfontein 176 201 215 241 16 , 7 2,3 

3 Pietermar itzbur 116 11 7 133 152 15,8 2 , 6 

3 East London 230 244 254 258 9,5 2 , 8 

3 Kimberley 17 18 27 30 13 , 4 2 , 4 

7 277 7 750 8 283 9 440 

Source: * Davies and Cook ( 1968) Statistics of Flats Reports no : 

Table 5. Metr opolitan Centres : Terms of Occup?ncy . 

Metropolitan Area Pe rcent age Percentage 
PercentagE 1 Room 

rented occupation 

Unfur- Furn- Car e- Other Unoccupiec R 
nished ished taker te:rms 

Witwatersrand 92,5 4,7 1 , .\ 1,0 0 , 7 36,12 

Cape Town 84,0 5 , 5 0,1 10,3 0 , 2 35,31 

Durban 82,0 4 , 4 0 ,4 12,6 ° , f 37,70 

Pretoria 93,8 0,9 0 ,6 4,6 0,0 35,94 

Port Eliz abeth 96,4 0,6 O,~ 2,1 0,2 37,43 

Bloemfontein 97 , 5 0 , 7 0 , 4 0,9 0,5 30,09 

Pietermaritzburg 91 ,1 2,0 0 , 7 6,1 ° , 1 28,14 

Eas t London 91,6 6,1 0,2 1,5 - 0,5 32,03 

Kimberley 89,0 0,4 1,1 8,8 0 , 7 32,57 

veighted Average 89,7 3,8 0,7 5,2 0,6 

Bourcc: -Statistics of Flats (1970 Re port No: 11-04-03 . 

11-04-01 (1952-1965) 

11- 04-02 ( 1967-1 969) 

11-04- 03 (1970 ) 

2 Rooms 3 Rooms Combined 

R R R 
Average Rentals 

51,1 7 67,09 51 , 46 

45, 79 55,97 45,69 

51,49 63,44 50,87 

47,34 62 , 32 48,53 

46,47 59,55 47,81 

44 , 48 58,57 44 ,38 

40,3 7 51,21 39,90 

35,35 45 , 02 37,46 

46,24 49,09 42,63 

J 
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London residents (Table 6). There are also significant ly more widowed, 

divorced, single, and unrelated people sharing flats, than i,1 the city 

as a whole (Table 6). 

Table 6. East London: Social and Familial Characteristics 

Age in Percentage 

Years East London -Apartment nt"ellers 

- 25 45,8 13,3 

25-29 6,2 17,5 

30-34 6,2 9,0 

35-44 10,6 12,7 

45-54 11 ,0 14,2 

55-64 10,4 17,1 

65 + 9,8 16,2 

Source : Population Census (1970) 

Reports no: 02-03-02 

02-01-01 

02-01-04 

Marital 

Status 

Married 

Widowed 

Single 

Divorced 

Sharing 

3.4 Apartment Area Distribution Patt erns. 

Percentage 

East London Apartment wellers 

90,7 87 

5,8 7,4 

0,9 1,2 

1,9 3,2 

0,7 1,2 

The general pattern of residential distribution of flats by suburb 

within the Municipal Area, and the rel ationship to indusrrial and zoned 

areas is reflected in Table 7 and l"igure 10. As expected the apartment 

blocks are strong ly clustered and there is a gradual decrease in the 

proportion of flats to total dwellings outward from the ~ity centre . In 

very broad terms, it is possible to apply the models of residential 

differentiation to the location of apartment blocks in Fast London. 

In the first plac e, there is a single centr&l core, delimited by Cook 

(1971) • Thi s is dominated by the main commercial ribbon, Oxford street. 

The C.B.D. is immature , and linear shaped, without a hard core. Although 

storage is the main first floor use, residential uses especially flats 
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T,,::·le 7. ---- East London: Populatiun and Residential Distribution . 

Total Total Total Number % Flats 
Suburb White households Dwellings of flats of Total 

Population Dwellings 

Souther nwood 5 641 1 483 1 672 1 175 70 

City 1 570 386 433 280 65 

Be l gravia 2 120 392 4 74 304 64 
Beach 2 592 592 572 363 63 

Quigney 5 45 7 1 106 1 159 600 52 

Chi selhurs t 1 034 282 276 73 26 

Nahoon Mouth 715 179 186 35 19 

Baysville 1 464 325 340 60 18 

Arcadia 265 85 84 12 14 
North End 1 268 887 703 74 11 

~erea 1 323 356 389 34 9 

Stir ling 972 265 267 24 9 

Nahoon 1 373 356 360 21 6 

Vincent 5 574 1 445 1 471 83 6 

Iwest Bank 1 961 463 440 15 J 

fsonni e Doon 1 230 316 320 10 3 

llu"ker's Hi 11 435 106 103 3 3 

~unnyridge 1 464 353 350 6 2 

Se1borne 1 463 351 375 8 2 

bambridge 6 112 1 491 1,467 35 2 

~reenfie 1ds 1 034 251 247 2 1 

pther suburbs 8 418 2 082 2 , 004 31 1 , 5 

reota1 53 485 15 656 15 276 3 339 22 

Source: Population Census (1 970) , Statistical News Release No. 40 and 29. 

predominate at higher leve l s forming the only type of use in some of the 

tall er blocks. Of all the 433 dwellings in the C.B.D . 65% are flats , 

( 280 f l ats), located in medium and high rise bl ocks . 

Adjacent to the core is a deteriorated zone which i nc l udes the suburbs 

of North End , physically an extension of the C.B.D., and Arcadia, both 

light indus t rial areas . North End, an a r ea of mixed r ace and land uses, 
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has only 11% (74) flats out of 703 dwellings most of which are deteriorated. 

The region's character is set by the fact that the important r oute , Braeside 

Road, gives access to non-white and low inc~e white townships in t~e northwest, 

and it has been declared a renewal area by the Department of Community 

Development on the recommendation (,f the Municipality. Arcadia has more 

light industry than North End and a l imited residential function (1 2 of 84 

dwellings are flats). 

Beyond this deteriora ted zone are two spatially compact apartment 

clusters in what may be regarded as East London's inner residential area. 

These ar" the Southernwood/Be1gravia cluster, to the north of the C.B . D. 

where 51 ,3')'0 of all flats in East London are found, and the QuigneY/Beach 

cluster, located to the south-east of the C.B.D. , which has 28,8% of the 

flats. High demand for residential land in these areas close to the C.B .D. 

has probably encouraged the intensive land utilisation which has given rise 

to these clusters of high density settlement. 

The Southernwood/Belgravia clus t er is located north of the C.B.D . to 

which it has immediate access via Oxford Street (Figure 11). The entire 

area slopes towards the eas t a.ld south-east , with natural boul'daries formed 

by the railway on the west; the waterworks barrier and institutional land 

us es to the north; the steeper gradient to the east, and the institutional 

and open space barriers and steer, gradient (Thorburn Terrace ) to the south . 

Southernwood and Be1gravia flats respectively constitute 70% (1 175 flats) 

and 64% (304 flats) of the total residential units in each suburb. To a 

certain extent the Oxford street artery, with the medical centre and shops 

further south, separates Southernwood from Belgravia . Ne~ther of these 

suburbs have many other shopping outlets. The only provision of open 

space in Southernwood is St George's Park, while the re is a maintaine d park 

in Belgravia between St Mark's and St Luke's Road (Figure 11). , 

The Quigney/Beach apartment cluster forms a single unit (Figure 1 2) and 

is naturally bounded by the sea t o the east ; by the cemetery and railway 

reserve to the north and west ; and by a steep gradient, Signal Hill, and 
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the harbour to the south. Only one street, Fleet Street, pro,'ides access 

to the C.B.D. The land sloping towards the sea gives an excellent coastal 

aspect, and has encouraged the develoFment of hotels, boarding or lodging 

houses and apartment blocks , rather than single family dwellings. In fact, 

52% (60 flats) of the Quigney and l·3% (363 flats) of the total Beach dwellings 

are apartment blocks. Two modern apartment blocks facing the beachfront 

cater for visitors as they provide temp orary accommodation on ly. The 

apartment blocks became more sparsely scattered t owards the north of the 

cluster away from the view s ite s. The beach and esp lanad e provide the 

most op<.n space in the suburb, while there i s a small amount of poorly 

maintained park a t King Edward's Square in Quigney North. Shops are l ocated 

at the Fleet Street shopping node. 

The remaining 12,5% of Eas t London's blocks are clustered yet their 

location is scattered throughout the outer res i dential zones of the Municipal Area . 

These patte rns reflec t building responses to various residential dec.land 

force s and include apartment blockf loc at ed to provide l ow cost hou sing 

for industrial workers close to t heir work . For example in Chiselhurs t 

which contains light industria~ establi shments , 26% (73 flat s; of the t ota l 

dwellings are f l ats . Apartment blocks in Baysville and Nahoon Mouth suburbs 

in which flats make up 18% (60 flats) and 19°;' (35 flats) of the t otal 

dwellings respectively, show a r ~s idential response to the speculative 

advant age of a scenic location and at the same time mee ting the m ... ~ximum 

demand for housing with attractive views. Apartment blocks are a l so sited 

in relation to local convenience shopping nodes in many cases , and thus their 

location di r ec t ly r ef l ec t s the zoning regulations. I n the case of the 

remaining suburbs similar patter ns exist but the proport ion of fla t s to 

the tota l dwellings is in each case below 9% (Table 7). 

, 
3.5 Res earch Theme . 

It is clear that in general ternls, the pattern of residential 

distribution of flats by suburb within the Municipal area appears to con f orm 
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to the macro models of residential differentiation. These patterns would 

seem to have emerged as a res:·onse to general residential growth and 

development in East London. The apartment component of the total 

residential system appears to exhibit particular characteristics wltich 

warrant further investigation. On the basis of both the above general 

characteristics of flats in East London and other previously detailed 

studies of apartment living in South African Metropolitan Areas it becomes 

possible to apply the theoretical concepts to the study area and outline 

the hypotheses around which the investigation is framed. 

It is apparent that the spatial distribution of apartment blocks in 

East London is clustered and that these clusters are arranged either 

according to distance zones from the centre, as suggested by Burgess (1925) 

or in distinct sectors, according to Hoyt (1939) or in some combination of 

both, as Berry (1971) felt was most likely. This has been a development 

over time, so that within the zoning constraints, ecological and economic 

processes will have operated all,,,,1;.g distinct characteristics to emerge. 

In the first place therefore, it may be hypothesised that distinctive 

morphological characteristics of the type found by Smailes (1960) among 

many others and shown to exist in Port Elizabeth by Du Toit (1972) occur 

in East London apartment sector . Thus, flats in the C.B. D. are expected 

to be located on upper floor levels with street access, in both high rise 

and older walk up blocks. Apartment blocks in the inner residential 

zone should be largely low rise, ~mall, old ar..d in deteriorated condition. 

Furthermore, apartment blocks in the outex residential zones will be 

either low or high rise wich modern flats. 

Secondly, it may be postulated that certain familial characteristics 

will typify apartment residents in different localities (Kahn, 1973, 

Unterha1ter 1972, Abu Lughod, 1960). Thus the C.B.D. apartment dwellers 

are married/unmarried adults of the pre-child period who probably have been 

attracted by cultural and social facilities and proximity to work. In 

addition the older adults in the· post-child period will no doubt also be 

represented in order to benefit from proximity to central business uses 
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(Kahn, 1973) . Further, apartment r esidents in the inner r es identia l zone 

will differ from C.B.D. residents and include both older married residents 

with small children only or older single adults. The apartment r es idents 

in the outer s uburban zones are the family oriented households in all 

stages of the life cycle (Kahn, 1973). It also may be expected that the 

economic status of r esidents would vary in different areas (Unterhalter, 

Du Toit, 1972). C.B.D. apartment incomes are l ow , while medium to 

high incomes characterise residents in the outer suburban zones. 

Fi"ally , it may be hypothes is ed that ecological natural areas of 

similar typ es of r esidents living in similar morphological environments 

may occur within the major apartment clusters. This could be expected 

from Bourne's study of apartment blocks in Toronto (1967-73) and Kahn's 

study (1973) of Johannesburg apartment are as which showed an ecological 

distribution. 

The formulation of hypotheses makes it possible to define the precise 

aims of the study and to provide clear directions to the research programme. 

This study aims at locating ap,ortment blocks, plotting both t hei r 

distribution according to morphological characteristics and the socio-

econanic characteristics of their permanent white r es idents. Mor e 

specifically the investigation a"tempts to establish whether the distribution 

of the above characteristics conforms to the theory of natural ar~as. 

Thus the study attempts to assess comprehensively the interrelationships 

between socia-economic character i stics of residents and the physical form 

and location of natural apartment areas . In this respect, an attempt 

is made to examine the processes which operate to give rise to the growth 

of natural areas. An additional important aim is to exar .. ine the 

satisfaction levels of residents in apartment households within each natural , 
area or apartment cluster in order to identify stressors which may l ead 

to residential mobility and thus affect the nature of the natural area. 

Further in this regard it is hoped to gain insight into housing preferences 
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an~ requirements of apartment residents and thus provide a basis for 

future residential planning in apartment a r eas . 
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CHAPTER 4 

11ETHODOLOGtCAL FRAMEWORK 

An entire developmental scquenc(: of the research programme gives a 

clear insight into the problems encountered, and the evaluation of techniques 

used to overcome them. It is necessary to detail the formulation of 

researc.h objectives, especially because the present study is of an 

exploratory nature. These objectives relate to acquiring basic 

information, collecting the sample data and analysing the data to define 

subareas. 

4-.1 ACquiring basic information. 

It was necessary to map the exact location of all apartment blocks. 

By using the fairly comprehensive lIst of apartment block names in Braby' s 

East London Directory 1973/74, valuation maps, a list of apartment blocks 

compiled by the Valuations Department of the Municipality, and the January 

1974 land use survey map drawn by the Town Planning Section, it was possible 

to attain this objective • The detailed land use map permitted the 

• -ecording of other essential land uses associated with the apartment blocks. 

It was found that 87,3% of all apartment blocks were distributed in three 

distinct clusters and only 12,5% were scattered throughout the buil': up 

area. Such local concentrations were expected as a result of zoning 

regulations laid down by the Town Planning Department. Establishment of 

the plysical nature of each of the three major apartment clusters from the 

characteristics of each individual block was necessary, in order to 

ascertain whether morphological areas could be recognised. Data pertaining 

to the detailed physical characteristics of apartment blocks were extracted 

from municipal valuations and records files and a field survey (Appendix A). 

In general, few prOblems in data collection were encountered. There 

were minor inconsistencies or inaccuracies in some files which could be 

updated. Age of most .apartment blocks had been esti.mated by municipal 

valuators, but as this information was missing for the newer apartment blocks 

some field estimates were made. Although rental data were available from 
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East London estate agents, a large proportion of rentals were administered 

by companies or personally by private apartment block owners who were 

impossible to trace. The East London Rent Board refused to divulge rentals 

of rent controlled apartment blocks or even block identity. In the sample 

survey, tenants were asked whether the block fell under rent co·,trol. 

As respondents did not always know, sample findings may be underrepresented. 

All apartment blocks built before June 1966 fall under rent control. Due 

to the difficulty in determining roofing material because of building 

height, roof types were checked with the valuation files. When building 

lines fronted directly onto the street, condition of yard was not recorded 

as the space at the back of the block was regarded as insufficient for 

r elaxation , recreation or gardening. Servants quarters on the premises 

of new and rent controlled cpartment blocks are not permitted without 

special permission and thus it was impossible to estimat e the degree of 

occupan~y of existing servants quarters. The latter were sametDn2S used 

as store roams by tenants, or were left vacant . 

After mapping the location of all apartment blocks, an attempt was 

m3de to group by inspection those blocks in cl08e proximity to each other 

because the theory suggests differentiation on the basis of similar types 

of morphological features recognisable in those buildings in close proximity 

to each other. It was impossible to recognise smaller stronsly cohesive 

spati.-.l units or subareas within the major apartment c lusters on the basis 

of block proximity alone. 

In order to establish whether i t was possible to delimit morphological 

subareas of similar physical character all the morphological details 

pertaining to every apartment block in East London were tabulated and the 

most important morphological characteristics were mapped within the major 

clusters. While same spatial patterns were eVident, in most cases 

morphological subareas were not cle arly recognisable due to the large 

range of variation or alternatively the high degree of similarity 

each apartment cluster. It was therefore decided to use Davies' 
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technique of cluster analysis on each of the three apartment clusters to 

delimit the major concentration of apartment blocks and provide a framework 

for more detailed morphological and socio-economic analysis. This was 

carried out by using apartment building areas and number of flats respectively 

as indexes. 

The centre of gravity of each cluster was found by the standard method 

of drawing two axes to contain the distribution and by finding the mean of 

all distances from each lot to each axis. In addition, distance values 

were weighted by total building area, by mUltiplying each measurement by 

the building area in the block, and ~hen dividing the totals by the total 

building area in each cluster. Thus the weighted centre of gravity takes 

areal extent into account as well as locational pattern. 

Each lot distance may le expressed as a percentage of the distance of 

all lots from the weighted centre of gravity and the building area expressed 

as a pe~· centage of the total building area under consideration. In this 

way, increasing distance can be associated with decreasing building area. 

Lots to be regarded as forming the cluster were identified by a factor of 

i.1clusion (F) for anyone unie, thus: 

F= 
A 
D 

where: 

A = area of a single areal unit expressed as a percentage of 

all areal units in the distribution, and 

,) = distance of a single areal unit expressed as a percentage of 

total distancr.s of all areal units in the distribution from the weighted 

centre of gravity. 

In the case where F is large, it indicates an areal unit with a large 

building area within a short distance of the centre of gravity and where 

it is small, it implies a unit of smaller area some distance from the centre. 

On the basis that clusters fade out the further one proceeds from their 

respective centres of gravity it is possible, by ranking areal units 

according to their F values to choose in an objective manner which units 
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constitute part of a single cluster. In theory the cluster boundary can 

be chosen to include any area a:::(~ as there is no statistical break in 

ranked F values, the highest scoring third of the apartment blocks were 

selected and mapped to define the cluster core. Calculation of the 

prop ortion of total building area incorporated by this boundary is 47% in 

Central and 55% in Southernwood/Belgravia and Quigney clusters as compared 

with the commonly used 50% boundary line. 

4.2 Acguiring Sample Data 

In orde r to carry out a questionnaire survey of permanent apartment 

dwe ll e rs &n appropria te sample design had to be selected. Stratification by 

subareal patterns of similar physical characteristics was impossible due to 

the lack of sufficiently marked morphological are as, as outlined above. 

Therefore, a disproportionate random sample was chosen to -)rovide the best 

representation within apartment clusters and especially among the scattered 

apartment blocks where considerable variation in status from one small cluster 

to another was suspected. This sample gave a satisfactory spatial distribution 

of respondents (Figure 13). Sample size, influenced by population size , was 

lictated largely by practicality . An upper limit of about one hundred 

interviews seemed realistic for a single research worker to handle and process 

in the time avaialble. A 3,5% samp l e of flats was therefore drawn (Table 8). 

Such a study is too small to support a large enough pilot sample to yield 

useful estimates of the variance (Kish, 1965) and therefore the present study 

should be r eg arded primarily as exploratory in nature , and may in fact itself 

ac t as a pilot survey, should a more detailed investigation prove necessary. 

Table 8. Sample Design . 

Apartment 

Cen tral cluster 

Quigney c luster 
S outhernwood /Be 19ravia 

c lu ster 

Scattered Group 

Total 

-

blccks 

25 
91 

150 

53 

319 

Flats 

247 
987 

1 762 

430 

3 432 

Propor tion Number of % of Flats 
of total Interviews sampled 

7,2 12 10 
28,8 32 26,7 

51 , 3 50 41,6 

12,5 26 21,7 

100 120 100 
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A questionnaire for distribution to a sample of permanent apartment 

residents (Appendix B) "as drawn up to determine: 

(a) the physical character of dwelling units in order to supplement 

the morphological characteristics of subareas (Ratcliffe, 1949) 

and to serve as economic indicators of status; 

(b) the socio-economic characteristics of ap artment dwellers. This 

includes information concerning the demog raphic, fami lial, social 

and economic characteristics of the hous ehold he ad; 

(c) other indirect measures of socio-economic status such as number 

of servants, and cars ; 

(d) h ousing r equirement s of apartment dwellers as reflected in the typ e 

of future housing they desired; 

(e) the present l eve l of tenant's satisfaction with the i.ndividual 

flat, the neighbour hood, or its accessibility; and 

(0 l.he r es ident ial mobility of residents, to be estimated from their 

l ength of stay in the flat. 

The questionnaire was kept short and s impl e but the type of data 

required and its availability of necessity gave it a mixed ~ature as .it was 

measured on nominal, ordinal and interval scales. The q"uestionnaire 

survey was conducted by personal interviews with household heads between 

1st and 13th June 1974. 

if resp ondents were absent after two visits at different times of the 

day, re sponde~ts in the adjacent f lat were intervi ewed, selecting first 

the flat to the right and then to the left of the originally selected flat. 

Respondents were very co-operative aft er identification of the survey with 

the University . When enqu ir ing about r esidential preferences, even those 

respond ents who did not want to move were asked if they had any feelings 

of dissatisfaction with their residence , so that stressors could be 

identifie d. 

4.3 Analysi s of Data. 

The questionnaires wen, grouped and tabulated ready for processing 
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with the primary aim of establishing the degree of correlation (if any) 

between the physical characteri s tics within the major clusters with the 

socia-economic characteristics of their residents, and thus recognising 

the existence of natural areas. The complexity of spatial patterns of 

apartment blocks and the characte',istics of residents prompted the u se of 

objective multi-variate statistical analyses to delimit such natural areas 

within the major clusters . 

Factor analysis is the generic name for mu ltivar i ate techniques that 

have been used in urban research to describe s~ilar basic social and 

economj~ patterns of variation wi thin ~ities. The t echniques reduce data 

to sin,plified descriptive indicators (factors) which may be u sed to delineate 

distinct clusters of interrelated data. The component factor approach 

was chosen as the most suitable for this study because it can account for 

the maximum degree of variation contained by the data. In addition, as 

a special case of factor analysis, it is more powerful and does not require 

the asslunption that the variables chosen are random variables. 

As the factor model could not accept more variables than spatial units, 

thirty six variables were car sfully selected from the availal>le data 

(Appendix C). These included seventeen measuring morphological 

characteristics; nineteen describing soc ie-economic variation of apartment 

r esidents, and one measuring blrck distance from the P.L.V.I. Clear, 

unambigu ous variables which were not covariant were chosen and converted 

to ratio form or expressed as averages. 

Construction of the data matrix requires a smal l standard areal unit 

by which to group the data. The c lust ered and widely sc~ttered spatial 

distribution of apartment blocks made it impossible to us e a regular grid. 

Accordingly, an arbitrary grid was superimposed in two stages on a dot 

distribution map. Firstly, by taking four blocks of flats per group, 

eighty spatial unit s emerged. However, the frequency of zeros due to the 

combination of sample and population variables would have seriously 

distorted the fact or patterns . The refore, it was nec essary to further 
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aggregate t he spatial units to corty, each containing eight apartment 

blocks. Data for each unit were punched, and execution of the component 

analysis was based on a computer programme contained in Veldman (1967, 

p.222-225). The computational sequence may be briefly outlined. 

First ly , the data matrix of the thirty six variables, describing forty 

spatial unit s , was converted to a standard score matrix, Z. Based on 

thi s Z matrix a correlation matrix R, was calculated. The correlation 

coefficients, which express the degree of relationship between each 

variabl e and every other variable, were calculated by using Pearson's 

product moment method. The intercorrelation matrix was then factored, 

yielding the factor loading matrix of thirty six variables by t en factors. 

Each fac tor , thus represents patterns of variation fundamental to the 

thirty six variables and the loading expresses the degree of involvement 

of a variable in a particular factor, i.e. it measures the degree of 

association between the or i ginal inp·;ts and each factor. 

The program "as run, taking advantage of the option to rotate the 

factor loading matrix to a sUmpler solution, using Kaiser's varimax 

~otation criterion. This simvlified structure (Rummel 1970) means that 

the number of high loadings on each factor is maximised while the numbe r 

of factors on which anyone variable loads strongly is reduced to a minimum. 

1:, this way, by explaining the variation of a variable in terms of as few 

factors as possible, the method gi' es the simplest explanation of r eality 

possible. A factor score matrix, S, was also extracted for both the 

unrotat ed and rotat ed factor loading matrix. Factor scores index the 

relative involvement of every areal unit On each of the factors, and this 

matrix is the basi c tool in the interpretation of the results, as it enables 

the patterns to be mapped. 

Examination of both the rotat ed and unrota ted factor loading matrices 

showed that only the unrotated principal components l oadings were meaningful. 

·The result s of the principal components analysis showed that ten factors 

were r equired to acc ount for 79,2% of the total variance. Table 9 

indicates the percentage contribution of all factors to the total v ariation. 
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The first four factors only account for 50,6% of the total variance, while 

each of the remaining dimensions all fall below 7%. 

Table 9. Factor Variance. 

I II III IV V VI VII VIII IX X 

17,7 14,0 11 ,0 7,9 6,6 5,3 4,9 4,2 3,8 3,4 

50,6% 28,2% 

79,2% of total variation 

Since in practice, the first few factors are usually the most 

significant, they can be taken to repres ent the major patterns within the 

data. The large number of factors and the relatively small percentage of 

variance accounted for by the first fac tor (17,7%) indicates that 

diagno;tic power of the factors is low and highly dependent on data input. 

This is further substantiated by the fact that further simplif; cation of 

the matrix by rotation was not meaningful. It appears that the unrotated 

factors recognised are the only realisti c ones, given the l;"ta input and 

that the t echnique was successful as a grouping technique at one leve l only. 

The r esults were therefore disappointing for it was found that only Factor I 

yielded significant results that could be interpreted r e alis ;: ically. 

The :arge amount of variation evident in the patterns of physical 

charact eristi~s and the impossibility of gr ouping apartment blocks by 

proximity have no doubt helped to increase the variance. It appears that 

the data do not possess sufficiently strong trends to distinguish clearly 

defined natural a r eas . However th e t echnique has been useful in 

recognising one factor grouping and thus providing a basis by which 

incipient natural areas could be recognised within the apartment c lusters . 

The analytic solution for the first factor is socia-economic s t atus. 

The approach used in interpreting the fac tor loadings follows a procedure 

adoptc.d by Rees (Berry, 1970) where only loadings greater than + ° ,400 
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and greater than -0,400 have been included (Table 10). Five loadings 

describe socia-economic character of residents while the other fourteen 

loadings describe the physical character of apartment blocks . Thus the 

technique has reduced the number of variables and the factor loading matrix 

shm;s the rel ationship between mo::phological and socio- economic variables. 

Table 10. Socio-economic status factor loadin~. 

Low Status Coeffici. ents <+0,40 

Average age of block 

% flats with rental below R50 

% married residents 

% flats 1-2 living rooms 

% blocks of poor/bad ext erior 

% blocks 1-4 garages 

% head of household achieved Std 6-8 

% head of household parking on street/site 

% head of household i ncane under 

% blocks above shops/factories 

High Status 

% blocks good/very good exterior 

% flats rental over R80 

Average total building area 

% blocks with over 8 garages 

')'. flats with 4··5 living rooms 

% concrete/s late/tile roofing 

Average distance from P .L.V.I. 

R200 

')'. head of household income- over R600 

+ 0,76 

+ 0,68 

+ 0 , 65 

+ 0,56 

+ 0,55 

+ 0,45 

+ 0 ,45 

+ 0,43 

+ 0,42 

+ 0,41 

Coefficients Z -0 ,40 

- 0,68 

- 0,55 

- 0,54 

- 0,54 

- 0,52 

- 0,50 

- 0,47 

0,40 

% head of household achieved mat ric/post matric 0 , 40 

The grouping of all factor scores into High, Medium and Low socio-

economic status was based on the existence of t't-lO s ignif -~cant breakpoints 

found by us e of the Tarrant method. This method substantiates a visual 

delimitation of socia- economic class from the ranked factor scores , 

permitting the percentage loss of accuracy at e ach stage of the 

generalisation to be calculated. The technique e liminates some of the 
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intuitive assessment associated with defining breaks in size distributions 

thereby making them more natural. Three relatively homogeneous gruups are 

distinguished (Table 11). The grouped factor scores for Factor I were 

Table 11. Grouped factor scores. 

Percentage generalisation Within group Number of 
Group needed to combine groups generalisation blocks per group 

I Low 20% 56 

69,2% 

II He:lium 7,4% 152 

30,8% 

III High 9,1% 111 

then mapped, to reveal some interesting patterns. 

The formulation of research objectives serves to clarify the order, 

and methods used to achieve the study aims and hypotheses; to justify 

the use of certain technique,. to explain how they operate and how 

successful they were. This is important to guide any future research 

that may be conducted in the study area, or s imilar research carried out 

elsewhere. The empirical focl'3 of the pres ent study is now described 

in detail. 
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CHAPTER 5 

PERSPECTIVE ON APARTHENT AREA CHARACTERISTICS 

The results of investigating the data for morphological characteristics 

of all apartment blocks in East London provide a useful comparative 

basis with which to incorporate results into the existing body of general 

research on high density living in South Africa. Present findings make 

possible a comparative extension of the knowledge of East London apartment 

blocks already available from census and other studies. For the firs t 

time it is possible to establish the detailed spatial patterns of apartment 

block characteristics within the major clusters , to make general contrasts 

betwee n different clusters and on the broader scale to place the study in 

its n at ional perspect ive. In addition sample data r egarding the socio-

economic characteristics of apartment residents on both the mic ro and 

macro scale may be related to generalised census data and other studies 

to determine patterns that exist within the apartment sector of the 

residential system. In this regard the fact that Du Toit's study of 

?ort Elizabeth covered all apartment blocks in a comprehensive manner and 

that Port Elizabeth is the next largest metropolitan area to East London 

wi th residents having similar socia-economi c characteristics makes direct 

comparison between the studies possibl e . 

5.1 City Wide Patterns. 

The perspec tive deals with the characteristics of all apartment 

blocks and their sampled r esidents in East London, and the refore Tables 12 

and 14 should be consulted throughout this chapter. 

5.12 Apartment Blocks 

The majority of East London apar tment blocks are small, 42% containing 

between 1-6 flats and 35% 7-12 flats and 59% are company owned (Tabl e 12). 

This low rise character is ccnmon to both Port Elizabeth and East London 

where the majority (90%) of apartment blocks are two or three floors in 

height. This feature is related to zoning and building regulations and 
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A. All Ap:lr tm"nt n1 0d-:5 

Area: (Square metres) 
Site: 

Average 
Median 

Building: 
Averace 
Hedian 

Vduation : (Rands ) 
Site: 

Average 
Building : 

Average 

Age: (Years ) 
Ave rage 

Valu ation: (Rands ) 
S i te: 0-5 000 

5-1 0 000 
Over 10 000 

Building: 0-35 000 
35_ 70 000 

Over 70 000 

Sh e: 
Floors : 

Two 
Three 
Four + 

Flat s : 
1-6 
7-1 2 

13-18 
19_24 
25+ 

Age: (Years ) 
0- IS 

16-30 
o ,cr 30 

Conditi on of building: 
Very good/goo," 
.'air 29 
Poor Ivery bad 

Ass ociated land us e: 
Serv ant ' s quar ters 
Cal'a!:~S 
Above bu .. l nC5SC S 
Open spnc e (yard) 

Eas t 
London 
n "" 31 9 

1 020 
855 

1 '" '07 

9 676 

S3 328 

25 

, , 

39 28 
38 12 
23 60 

36 48 
40 36 
24 16 

45 40 
45 40 
10 20 

42 48 
35 24 
11 16 

7 12 
5 0 

28 4 
J8 J6 
34 60 

" 36 
29 28 
21 36 

25 0 
n 20 
18 n 
67 24 

62 

Ccntroill 
11 ... 25 

70' 
"7 

1 061 
800 

20 593 

50 775 

33 

Proportion 0 , 
E .L . Tot a l 

, 
" 4 24 

20 10 

10 48 
7 33 
5 19 

7 43 
7 " 14 20 

, 4' , 30 
11 12 
14 5 
0 7 

1 12 
7 44 

14 44 

5 " 7 40 
13 33 

0 16 
2 " 31 18 
3 " 

Southeruwo"d! 
Quigney Bel gravia Scattered Group 
n "" 91 n '" 150 11 = 53 

832 1 458 1 080 
'07 1 254 951 

1 177 1 484 962 
831 1 '" 822 

5 548 8 012 4 550 

52 0 22 66 282 44 231 

28 23 , 6 " 
Proportion of , Proport ion of , Proporti on 0 

E.L. To tal E.L . Total E. L. Total 

48 14 17 68 29 
18 53 " 28 13 
12 33 " 4 3 

38 27 35 36 17 
23 41 48 53 22 
23 32 '4 11 8 

" 33 j5 83 31 
24 " -J 17 6 
51 8 35 0 0 

32 38 43 41 " 24 33 45 53 25 
30 13 " 2 J 
24 8 " 2 5 
33 8 61 2 , 
12 30 51 60 J6 
33 39 47 31 13 

" 31 44 , 5 

17 " 53 " 25 
39 26 42 20 12 
44 18 40 I, 3 

19 40 74 11 7 
25 87 " '8 16 
28 7 17 26 24 
20 8' 62 " 15 
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in part also may be explained hI the fact that modern legislation requires 

lifts to be inc luded in blocks over thr ee floors thus disproportionately 

increasing building costs. Nevertheless only 5% of East London apartment 

blocks are found to h ave lifts. Southernwood/Belgravia has 63% of all 

the city three storeyed apartment blocks as well as by far the largest 

proportion of those blocks with more than 13 flats. The highest blocks 

in East London are 9 storeys of whi ch one is presently located in 

Southernwood/Belgravia and one ia Quigney. The latt er cluster near the 

beach front has 51% of the city's four s torey and higher blocks , yet in 

contrast Port Elizabeth's tallest apartment blocks of eleven and f 'JUrteen 

floor s r e.spectively are located in the Rink Street regional shopping centre. 

Another effect of zoning regulations has be e n to maintain the residential 

character of the apartment blocks in Quigney and Southernwood/Belgravia 

whil e concentrating 31% and 24% of all apartment blocks associated with 

business establishments r espectively in the central area and among the 

scattered blocks. 

As only 12% of Port Elizabeth apartment blocks are of pre-World War II 

construction yet 34% in East London fall into this category approximately 

and as an additional 38% are between 16 - 30 years of age, it is suggested 

that East London has a longer heritage of apartment living relative to 

Purt Elizabeth, and may have deve loped distinct morphological characteristics 

withi~ each apartment area. The ,se distribution patterns reflect the 

grmvth of apartment areas within the city f0r the central and Quigney 

clusters as such have a not j~eably high proportion of older blocks, while 

the scattered apartment blocks are predominantly new. The lower 

proportion of new blocks in the central c luster especially sugges ts that 

littl e residential development i s taking place - presumably alternative 

suburban sites are preferred. 

Although 64% of all East London apartment blocks are constructed of 

plastered brick, and iron ( 39%) and asbestos roofs ( 37%) are most common, 

50% of blocks are classified as being kept in good to very good condition 

J 
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especially among t he newer scattered apartment blocks with their 

predominately (44% ) tiled roofs . Th e larger proportion of the poor (15%) 

and very bad condi t ion (6%) apartment blocks are r ecorded in Quigney 

(44% and 45% respectively). The combination of the above character i s tics 

means that not unexpectedly building valuations are found to be low with 

76% classified be low R70 000 and with a disproportionate amount (64%) of 

the higher valuations concentrated in Southernwood/Belgravia. The 

highes t median total rateable valuations in Eas t London ar e also found in 

Southernwood/Belgravia (R59 155). 

M-,dian lot size in which East London apartment blocks are built is 

also small (1 855 sq. metres ) especially in the older Centra l and Quigney 

areas where median lot s i ze is only 607 sq. metres. Demand f or this 

land is r eflected in the high (60%) proportion of site valuations over 

RiO 000 recorded within the central area while a lack of demand is more 

evident in Quigney ;lnere 66% of all va lues below R5 000 are r ecord "d . 

Intensive use of sites means that 33% of the apartment blocks were f ound t o 

have no open space in front of the building and this characteristic, as 

expected, is particularly mar~ed in the Central and Quigney cluster s . 

Despite the l ot s i ze 72% of Eas t London apartment blocks have been built 

with garages, and flats are there for e better provided with parking 

faciliti es than those in Port ELizabeth where only 55,7% had garages. 

The sample survey showed that 64% of East London apartment houser.o lds had 

their own gar ages , and in addition 5% wer e able to hire other garages . 

Also in East London 25% of the apartment block s had servants quarters 

(mostly found in Southernwood/Be l gravia ) as against 5% in Port Elizabeth. 

Hm,ever the sample survey revea l ed that although 62% made use of out side 

help only 3% of apar tment block h ouseholds actually used their servant s ' 

quarters. This suggests a high rate of vacancy of existing servants ' 
\ 

quarters and the possibility of their being put to a l ternatj.ve uses such 

as s t ore rooms. Shops too are easily accessible to some apartment dwe l lers , 

for 18% of East London and 12% of Port Elizabeth apartment blocks are 

located above businesses (Du Toit, 1972). 



Table 13. Permanency of apartment residents. 

Duration of residence: 
in East London: 

(Years) Under 1 

1-2 

3-4 

5-6 

Over 6 

in Flat.: 
Under 

1-2 

3- 4 

5-6 

Over 6 

AccCImlodation: 
Previous: 

Flat 

Hous e 

Boarding house! 
Hotel 

First time on own 

Desired~ 
Flat 

Hous e 
Reaction to apartmer.t U "fe: 

Initial: 
Like 

Dislike 

Indi£fC!rent 

Present: 
Like 

Dis like 

Indi fferent 

East 
London 

n = 120 

6 

6 

6 

6 

76 

29 

10 

16 

9 

36 

32 

46 

12 

10 

17 

21 

55 

31 

14 

80 

12 

8 

Central 
n = 12 

% Wroportion of 
E.L. Total 

0 0 

0 0 

7 11 

7 13 

86 ~ 

14 3 

0 0 

7 4 

0 0 

79 20 

41 10 

52 9 

7 4 

0 0 

31 15 

17 5 

51 7 

25 6 

24 15 

83 8 

11~ 5 

8 

% 

8 

12 

3 

0 

77 

:3 

20 

22 

15 

20 

26 

40 

24 

10 

8 

13 

53 

40 

7 

85 

10 

5 

PERCEfI,"'!AGE 

Quigney Southernwoo";,' 

n = 33 Belgravia. 
n - 50 

Proportion of ~. roport ion of 
E.L. Total E.L. Total 

30 8 53 

41 10 55 

16 6 47 

0 6 60 

30 70 45 

22 30 48 

42 14 49 

42 9 27 

41 9 41 

19 38 58 

24 32 50 

25 47 49 

53 12 41 

27 9 40 

13 23 64 

16 27 57 

26 62 51 

39 22 35 

15 16 60 

31 75 1.5 

21 18 64 

16 7 42 

Scattered group 
n = 26 

~. !Proport ion of 
E.L. Total 

7 17 

· 2 4 

10 26 

9 27 

72 16 

~O 27 

8 9 

25 27 

11 18 

6 3 

30 16 

46 16 

3 2 

21 33 

8 8 

28 22 

55 16 

37 20 

8 10 

77 16 

8 10 

15 34 

i 

0-
U> 
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5.13 Flats and Apartment Ho':'.seholds 

The general characteristics of households based on the sample of all 

flats in East London (Tab l e 14) are confirmed by the census data, and 

the information provides some indications of residential patterns and 

further data for comparison with other studies in South Africa. 

Furthermore it is possible to establish the overall permanency of apartment 

residents and therefore the degree to which their responses may be 

regarded as a reasonable indica~or of the apartment area characteristics. 

According to Watts (1970) there was a substantial turnover of white 

adults taking place in East London because 40% had lived in the t 0wn for 

less than ten year s (Table 13). Yet Watts found inhis 1964 sample that 78% of 

residents had lived in the city more than five years which compares with the 

present finding that 76% of apartment dwel ler s had lived in the city over 

six years. In addition only 12% of apartment dwellers h ad lived in the 

city under two yeers. During this period 46% of them had lived in 

houses before living in their present flat and 32% had lived in another 

flat. Of those residents having previously lived in a boarding house 

or similar abode 53% are now living in Quigney. These findings suggest 

that people are attracted to high density residential accommodation . 

The initial reaction of 55% of apartment dwellers to apartment life 

was favourable and 80% of responde-_,ts indicate that their present 

reactions are even more favourable, suggesting an increasing acceptance 

of the apartment life style (Tab le 13). Thi s fe ature is particularly 

significant when it is noted that 45% of apartment dwe llers had lived 

in their flat over five years. Residential stability is f urther confirmed 

by the fact that 65% of ap~rtment dwellers did not want to move. Where 

future change of res idence was desired by the remainder slightly more 

persons (211.) desired to move to a house than a flat (17%). 

In Southernwood/B"elgravia, 47% residents had remain ed in their flat 

5 years but 30% had been resident for under a year. The median per iod 
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Tnbl . ~ 14 Sl'.:n plc Chal"nctcristics of Flats ;lOd Residents . 

1.~: 

Number of living rooms: 
One 
,",,0 

Three 
Four 
Five 

Balc ony: 
None 
Open 
Closed 

Rente l: (Rand s) 
Under 30 
30-39 
40-49 
50-59 
60- 69 
70-79 
80-89 
Over 90 

Permanent residents: 
One 
,",,0 

Three 
F Ollr 
Over four 

2. Head of Household: 

l1arital St .... tus: 
Married 
Single 
Separated /divorced 
Wi dowed 

Age: (Years) 
Less than 23 
23-33 
33- 43 
43-53 
53 + 

Educ at. on: 
Standard 6 
Standard 8 
Metric 

Occupation: 
Professional ! 

Administrati 
Cler i cal/Salesworke 
Cr aftSt,lcn/Tr.msport 
Service 
Retired 

Inc(X!le: (Rands) 
Und(:r 100 
100-199 
200- 299 
300- 399 
400-499 
500-599 
600 + 

East 
London 

n = 12 

12 
15 
44 
26 
3 

23 
71 
6 

9 
11 
22 
13 
12 
11 

9 
13 

27 
46 
13 

9 
5 

57 
12 
3 

28 

3 
23 
8 

18 
48 

28 
31 
41 

ve 12 
18 
9 

20 
41 

8 
24 
16 
25 
13 
8 
6 

Central 
n = 12 

7. Proportion 0 % 
E.L. Total 

8 7 34 
25 17 19 
67 15 34 

0 0 13 
0 o · 0 

8 4 44 
75 11 47 
~7 25 9 

17 20 22 
0 0 22 

83 38 19 
0 0 19 

" 0 3 
0 0 3 
0 0 3 
0 0 9 

17 6 38 
42 9 41 
25 19 6 
8 9 6 
8 17 9 

42 7 50 
8 7 13 

8 25 6 
42 15 31 

9 25 3 
0 0 21 

25 30 0 
16 10 23 
50 10 53 

42 15 44 
42 13 19 
16 4 37 

u 0 9 
2S 14 12 
0 0 13 

42 21 6 
33 8 60 

17 20 13 
25 lQ 38 
42 26 16 

8 3 19 
8 7 3 
0 0 q 
0 0 3 

PERCENTAGE 

Quigney SouthcrmolooJ/ Scattered group 
Belgravia n = 32 

n '" 
n = 26 

Proporti on 0 7. Propoctic .1 a % Proportion of 
E.L . Total E. L. Tot~ll E.L. Total 

79 4 14 0 0 
33 14 39 8 11 
21 44 42 46 22 
13 32 52 42 35 

0 6 75 4 25 

52 20 37 8 7 
17 74 44 n 28 
38 6 37 0 0 

70 0 0 4 10 
54 12 46 0 0 
23 16 31 8 8 
38 16 50 8 12 

7 16 57 19 36 
8 12 46 23 46 
9 9 36 23 55 

19 19 56 15 25 

38 26 40 19 16 
24 48 43 50 24 
12 16 50 12 1, 
18 10 46 12 27 
50 0 0 7 33 

24 58 43 69 26 
29 18 64 0 0 

50 0 0 4 25 
29 24 35 27 21 

25 0 0 8 50 
25 26 46 30 29 
0 8 4' , 12 30 

33 16 3d 16 19 
30 50 44 31, 16 

43 20 30 16 12 
16 32 42 43 29 
25 48 49 41 22 

20 18 60 12 20 
18 18 41 22 27 
40 8 40 8 20 

8 20 42 27 29 
39 36 37 31 16 

40 6 30 4 10 
42 22 38 12 10 
26 12 32 11 I 16 
20 26 43 38 34 , 16 53 19 33 
30 8 40 12 30 
14 10 72 4 I I, 
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of occupancy for the Central/Haunt Road cluster in Port Elizabeth was 

44,8% residents spending more than three years in the same flat, which, 

like Southernwood/Belgravia, indicates a relatively stable population 

of apartment dwellers (Du Toit 1972). 

As far as the accommodation is concerned three l iving roams were 

found in 44% of the East London flats surveyed compared with 53% for 

Port Elizabeth where the average apartment household size is 3,02 persons. 

As 46% of East London sampled flats comprise two residents, household 

densities in both cities are probably very similar. As expected from 

the CEnsus data, larger four roomed flats are more common in the East 

London survey (26%) than Por t Elizabeth (20%) while bachelor and two 

roomed f l ats occur in identical propor tion in both cities (27%) . East 

London bachelor f l ats are mostly located in Quigney (79%) while t he l arge 

four and five roomed flats are primarily found in Southernwood/Belgravia 

(52% and 75% respectively). Although 71% of all sampled flats hid an 

open balcony 52% of those with n~ balcony are in Quigney. 

The average monthly rental for f l ats in Port Elizabeth is R6 1 ,5 

whereas 55% of the sampled E~et London rentals are below R6G , 00 , a finding 

which supports the property survey average of R58,80 and median rental of 

R50 , 00 (Daily Dispatch, 1974). The 1970 census data (Table 5 , page 39) 

confirms that Port Elizabeth r"ntals are slight ly higher than East London. 

In addition, the sample survey showed that 8% of East London flLts are 

rented furnished, '",hich is 2% higher than the 1970 census (Table 5, page 39). 

The sample survey showed that sharehold company owned flats in 

East London were only evident in Southernwood flats (4%). 

The authorities in the South African property market have introduced a 

system of sectional citIes whereby flats can be bought, and this system 

has not ~ct been introduced in East London, but should prove successful 

as it will encourage more permanency and better building meintenance. 

Once again clear patterns emerge for the lowest monthly rentals 

(78% of those R20 - 29 and 54% of those between R30 - 39 are found in 
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Quigney, respectively), in marked contrast to the higher Port Elizabeth 

rentals paid for beachfront apartment blocks. The 33% of East London's 

rentals in the higher categories ove r R70,00, although represented in 

Southernwood/Belgravia, ar e found t o a disproporti0nate extent among the 

scattered apartment blocks. 

The proportionate distribution of home language among sampled apartment 

dwell er s is also found to be identical with that of the city as a whole 

suggesting that neither language group has a specific preference for 

apartment living, as 76% East London residents are English speaking 

(Watts, 1970). 

While Abu Lughod (1960) found that 32% of Toronto central apartment 

dwellers were single and 38% childless, the corresponding figures in the 

East London Central cluster were 8% and 58% respectively. Abu Lughod found 

that the maj ority of central apartment dwellers were white collar workers, 

whereas the majority are blue collar (42% service workers) in the East 

London Central cluster. 

Only 27% of East London apartment hou seholds were found to have children 

~s against the Du Toit calculated ratio of school children to pre-school 

children (1:0, 74) living i n Port Elizabeth flats. However within the East 

London sample of residents '''ith children the ratio between schoo l children 

aLd pre-school children was 1: 1 ,5. This may be related to the fac t that 

23% of East London apartment houseb~ld heads can be classified as in the 

child bearing stage of the life cycle ( 23-33 years). 

Although only 3% of the East London sample of heads of household are 

separated or divorced this group is concentrated in Quigney (50%) while 

64% of the city's 12% single households are found to live in Southernwood/ 

Belgravia. In addition, 417. of the samp le household heads are elderly and 

in the post child period , and therefore the high proportion ( 41% ) of 

retircd persons is not unexpected, and neither is the fact that 32% had an 

-income of und er R200 per month nor that 28% have no car (52% of these sampled 

residents live in Quigney). 
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Proportionat e ly more East London apartment h eads of hous ehold with 

the lowest educational attainments (28% with a standard six only) are 

found in Quigney (43% of all city respondents) whereas 49% of the more educated 

res idents with a matric certificate live in Southernwood/Belgravia (city 

apartment average 41%). Du Toi ·: found the head of hcusehold average 

income in Port Elizabeth was R287,74, while of East London household heads , 

48% earned under R300 per month. These figures would suggest a slightly 

lower income structure generally for East London apartment dwellers, 

as would be expected from the low average wages prevailing in the city. 

However the occupational structure of apartment he ads of household 

basically re flects socio-economic patterns within the census data for 

East London as a whole (Table 1, page 30) and therefore the contrast (only 

52,1% white collar workers) with Dut Toit's finding for Port Elizabeth 

(70,1% white collar workers) is not unexpected. 

The above survey h as confirmed finuings of earlier studies a.,d 

highlight ed differences between ~partment areas in East London and 

elsewhere in the Republic. De,ailed information for each apartment 

area in addition has indicat >d that gross differences betwe~n them are 

evident. Such overall differences might be expected because of the 

historical development of each apartment area. Tables 12 and 14 are 

referred to in the following Section and should therefore be consulted. 

5.2 Apartment Area Patterns 

Where apartment areaS are highly concentrated the detailed patterIs 

within each c luster could be expected to show local varjations if the 

theory of morphological areas applies to the study area. Eleven 

selected morphological characteristics therefore were mapped within 

the three major apartment cluste r s to show whether spatial patterns 

, 
existed and if the presence of morphological subareas could be recognised. 

In addition, data pertaining to the flats thems e lves and tht socio-economic 

character of their residents, drawn frem the samp l e of the whole cluster, 
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could then be expected to indicate whether any morphological area 

characteristics were reflected in this regard too. Thus it would be 

possible to recognise natural areas within apartment clusters and so provide 

a framework for a future detailed study of apartment dwellers. Inspec tion 

reve(. ·led however that no distinct spatial patterns of characteristics were 

evident as the variation of physical characteristics within each cluster 

was such that similari ti es were not sufficiently marked to create easi ly 

recognisable morphological areas. The clusters are therefore considered 

as a whole but with the idea in mind that the distinguishing characteristics 

of any cluster would be most marked in the vicinity of its centre of 

gravity. Davies' technique of cluster analysis was applied to locate 

this point and to delineate the concentration of apartment blocks On a 

two dimensional basis of location and volume of building a:ea. The 47% 

building area isopleth in the central cluster and 55% building area 

isopleth in the other two major clusu.rs respectively separates cluster 

cores from the periphe"ies (Figure 14) and each of the mapped physical 

characteristics is considered within this frame to find the degree to which 

Lt-,e cores epitomise the charactE.r of the cluster as a whole. 

5.21 The Central Cluster 

The central cluster comprises t wenty five apartment blocks and 247 

fl&ts primarily located north north-west of the CBD and only one apartment 

block is found south of the P.L.V.I . Interpolation of the 471, building 

area isopleth has the effect of excluding th~ North End apartment blocks to 

give a core/periphery divisi~~ with a fairly strong morphological basis. 

The roughiy circular core containing nine apartme nt blocks incorporates the 

thr ee blocks in the north-west corner of the CBD and contains 47% (117 

flats) of the flats in the cluster. The geographic centre of gravity 

is located on the northern edge of the core but the two weighted cent~es 

of gravity lie further south because of the effect of the four larger 

apartment blocks in the cor e which has 28% of the blocks with more than 

12 flats. 
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Morpholog ical ch aracteri stics of the central cluster c an be compared 

and contr as t ed with other apartment clusters and East London as a whole 

(Tabl e 1 2). While land areas are small er (709 square metres) on average 

than in the other apartment c lusters (and therefore 76% of blocks are 

without a yard compared wi th the 3370 East London average), s i : e va luat ions 

are higher than any other cluster ( 60% are over R10 000 whe r eas only 

23% of East London ' s apartment site valuations are over R10 000). It 

i.s not surprising therefore that 64% are company owned, a figure higher 

than in other clust ers and 72% of apartment blocks are above businesses , 

a proportion four time s greater th,n the East London apartmen t average . 

The median ratio of building t o land area of 1:0,7 reflects the 

greater building intensity due to small er sites and 75% of blocks only 

have one e ntrance. The blocks with four or more floors (20%) are twice 

as common as in Southernwood/Belgravia and apartment block areas in general 

(197.) • In addition the central c lus t er has more blocks with 13 - 18 

flats and 19 - 24 flats (16% and 12%) respectively than wou ld be expected 

for its size. Ove r twice (8 0%) as many bl ocks as in other clusters are 

built without garages in contrast to 28% for East London ~?artment blocks as a 

whole. Parking in 75% of cases is on the s treet. The median building 

area of 800 squar e metres i s comp arable t o Quigney and the scattere d 

blocks, but nearly one and a half times smaller than the SOlthernwood / 

Bel;;ravia median building area of 1 175 sq . metres. Building valuations 

are mainly in the lowest bracket ( 48% under R35 000 which is hi gher than 

that of Southernwood/Belgravia, the scatter ed blocks, and the general 

average of 367.) . The ratio of building t o si t e valuations (1:0,4) is 

therefore a lso higher than elsewhere. There are ac tually more company 

owned blocks ( 64% ) than in the other clusters and East London as a ,.,hole 

(5 9·/, ) • 

Certain morphological characteristics are in greater proportion 

than would be expected for the clus t e r size . Th e clus t er contains 

20% of the East London site valuat ions over R10 000, 14% of the blocks 
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with 19 - 24 fl ats, 22% with no garages, 14% with four or more floors, 

147. with a yard in very bad condition, 207. of the very bad building 

exteriors, 31% of blocks above businesses and 14% of the blocks over 

30 years old (60% within the cluster itself). Together these indicate 

that a generally deteriorated pattern of morphological characteristics 

has emerged. 

The central cluster morphological characteristics are e pitomised 

in the core where two blocks out of the three with 18 flats nre located 

as well as e ight of the nine site valuations over R10 000. In 

additLon all except one block are associated with businesses, three out 

of five blocks have four or more floors , none have yards, and of the 

nine blocks seven are aged between 16 - 30 years, and six have good 

building exteriors . In the periphery, ten out of sixteen apartment 

blocks h ave 1 - 6 flats, nine are two storeyed, and of poor/very bad 

building exterior, four have poor/very bad yards, and thirteen a'ce over 

30 years old. 

The sample data for hou sehold heads living in the central cluster 

as a whole, also show that u~ stinctive characteristics are ~ecognisable, 

for certain soc ie-economic characteristics are in a greater proportion 

than would be expected for the cluster size (Table 14). There are 

proportionately more of East london's separated/divorced persons (25%), 

widows (15%) and more pre-child adults (25%) possibly attracted by 

proximity to the eBD. More of the city's adults in the child rearing 

stage ( 30%) with more school children (36%), than other clusters who 

may live in the larger proporti.on (19%) of flats with three residents 

are located here. In addition more resicents in the cluster only have 

a standard s ix certificate (15%) and therefore earn low~r salaries (42% 

under R200 and 42% between R200 - 299 p er month) • • 

Surprisingly 6rlo of flats have three living rooms , a 3reater 

proportion than any other cluster (average 44%) and 25% of households 

compris e three permanent residents (average 137.), more without children 
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(58%) more with children (42%: and 42% widowed, which is significantly 

25% higher than any other cluster, and East London as a whole. 

household heads are in the child rearing life cycle stage. The number 

of people living alone(17%) is lower than the other clusters and the 

average (27/0). These facts contradict Kahn's (1973) findings in 

Johannesburg and Abu Lughod 's Toronto study which show the presence of 

"constnner oriented" households, close to the central city which has 

attracted households of single ;)ersons in early adulthood. 

The standard of education is generally lower than all the other clusters 

as only 16% have a matric, compared to the 41% apartment average. 

Expectedly, more clerical (17%) and sales workers (8%) live in the cluster 

than in other clusters (average 13% and 5%) because of proximity to 

central businesses. Service workers are much more cammon than in the 

other clusters and over twice the East London average (20%). Incomes 

below R100 (17/0) and between R100 ard R300 are far more common than other 

clu'"3ters. Rentals in 8370 of cases fall in t.he R40 - 49 category, over 

four times as many as any other cluster and the average (22%). There 

are also over twice as many (17%) rentals in the R20 - 29 category than 

the East London average of 8%. Thus the generally l(M quality 

morphological and l ow status socio-economic residential levels within 

t ·1.e central cluster are characteristic, and a clear morphological corel 

periphery contrast is evident. 

5.22 The Quigney Cluster. 

The Quigney cluster cc.«prises ninety one apartment blocks of 987 

flats cove ring an almost square area of approximately 840 metres which 

averages only 140 feet above sea level. The cluster itself is located 

in the beachfront /recreational area, and is more compact than the central 

clus ter. The core with 26 apartment blocks trends east to west. The 

t,lO centres of gravity coincidc with the geographic centre of the cluster 

(Figure 14) and all lie in the north-west sector of the core where the 
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densest concentration of blocks is found. 

The very distinctive morphological characteristics of the cluster 

are related to the median l and areas (607 square metres) which like the 

central area are the smallest of all clusters but 66% of them have low 

site valuations of under R5 000, (Table 12). This explains why 54% of 

blocks have no yards, including th e 18% of theblocks located above shops, 

and where yards do exist 22% are in a poor to very bad condition. In 

addition it explains why 20% of the blocks have four or more floors (city 

average 10%). Nevertheless 46% of the blocks are small with 1 - 6 flats, 

and so more blocks (47%) are privately owned than elsewhere . Possibly 

the beach fron t location is responsible for the fact that there are more 

blocks (40%) in a fair condition than other clusters, (city average 29%) . 

In addition, 19% of Quigney flats are rented furnished, 77% of roofs are 

made of asbestos or concrete and 16% have a storage/utility room, al l 

figures r ecorded being higher than in other clusters. Propcrti on 'ltely 

therefore the cluster contains more than would be expected for its size 

of the 48% of East London ' s low site valuations under R5 000, 43% of the 

city's poor and 45% of the v( ry bad building exteriors, 47% of all b locks 

without yards and poor yards (41%) and 61% of all blocks with concrete 

roofing, confirming the above patterns. 

Certain of these morpholoflcal characteristics are cont rasted in 

the core area, where overall a slightly higher quality character is 

evident. For example 13 out of l -i buildings valued over R70 000, 12 out 

of 20 apartment blocks with concrete roofs, 9 out of the 11 blocks <lith over 18 

fl ats and 9 out of the 16 blocks above shops are located i,ere. In 

addition, 22 out of the 24 blocks in the core are company owned. 

In the periphery different lower quality morpholog '_cal characteristics 

are evidellt. This is evident because 39 out of the 43 small blocks with 

1 - 6 flats, 33 out of the 39 two floor blocks, 32 out of the! 40 oldest 

blocks over 30 years, 38 of the 44 blocks valued below R35 000, and 
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therefore 39 out of 42 privateJ.y owned blocks are all located here. 

In addition there is a small concentration of buildings with yards 

located in the south - wester" cluster extremity, and the per iphery has 

19 of the 29 buildings with poor to very bad exteriors. 

The samples of hou oeholds in Quigney also show up distinctive 

charact eristics (Tabl e 14). The p ercentag es refer to the proportion of 

the sample which i s concentrated in Quigney, and which is greater than 

expected for the cluster size. These include 79% of all bachelor flats, 

38% residents living alone, 52% of all flats without balconies, 78% of 

thos e with low r entals between R20 - 29 and 54% of those between 230 - 39. 

In addition 50% of all separated/divorced huusehold heads, 43% of all 

those with a standard six and 40';'. earning incane.s under R100, as well a s 

42% of those earning R100 - 199 live in Quigney. 

The detailed breakdown wi thin the Quigr,ey cluster confirms above 

patterns and shows that 34% of flat" are respec tively bachelor flats and 

fl~t s with three livi.ng roans and 79% of households are small with one or two 

persons, both figures higher than other clusters or the city averages of 

12% and 73% respectively. Tt.e lower morphological status is also 

reflect ed in th at 44% of Quigney rentals are between R20 and R40 which 

proportion is far greater than other clusters. The social structure of 

C.uigney is indicated by 31';'. r es idents being widowed and 60% retired, 

high proportions when compared Wit:l other clusters (city averacge, 41%). 

Lower economic status is reflected in that 44% of persons left school 

after standard 6. and that 13% of hou sehold heads are employed as craftsmen, 

a distribution probab ly related to the nearness of the cluster to the 

railway and harbour. 

An analysis of the re:ail structure of Quigney (Figure 12) shows the 

pred ominance of convenience outlets (36%) in relation to services (21 %) 

and demand outlets (28%) to serve the chief demands of lower income pe op l e . 

The l ower order nature of Quigney retailing is also confirmed by the high 

prop orti on of general services, (1~1.) and the presence of who l esale and 
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a few light industrial establishments. The 13% everyday and 15% 

special demand, service and convenience outlets are mainly concentrated 

in the Fleet Street shopping area, but the wholesale (8%), odd light 

industrial establishments (2%) and corner convenience outlets (often 

general dealers) are located in the central northern portion cf the 

cluster. Some of the Fleet street demand outlets are geared to the 

tourist attractions of the area . 

The generally low morphological quality of Quigney apartment blocks 

evident in the analysis, is reflected on a general level in the sample 

data . Nevertheless certain marked contrasts are found at both the 

morphological and socio-economic level within the cluster indicating a 

distinct core/periphery division . 

5.23 The Southernwood/Belgravia cluster. 

The Southernwood/Belgravia cluster comprises 150 apartment blocks 

(1 762 flats) or 51,3% of East London's flats. In size it may be compared 

with the Port Elizabeth Mount Road/Central area cluster which oontains 

42,6% of all flats. The compact Southernwood/Belgravia cluster is 

rectangular measuring approximately 720 metres by 1 140 meLees. The 

geographic centre of gravi ty coincides with both weighted centres of 

gravity, and lies r oughly in the centre of both the cluster and its core 

area (Figure 14). The western boundary of the core corres~onds 

esse:ttially to the Oxford Street artery which effectively disrupts 80mplete 

morphological unity of the entire cluster. The core , comprising 52 blocks, 

occupies a considerably larger area than the other cluster cores, and is 

made up of three north/south bands of apartment blocks separated by areas 

of predominantly single fwnily dwellings. 

Morphological characteristics of the SouthermlOod/Belgravia cluster 

show certain distinctive features (Table 12). While site area is the 

largest of all the clusters (median: 1 254 square met r es), 53% of site 

valuations which fall into the medium and 33% over R10 000 ranges are 

higher than the East London average. This explains why Southernwood/ 
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Belgravia has the highest concentration of three storey blocks (59%, 

average 45%), the most flats with two entrances (44%) and most of the 

blocks (29%) with over 12 flats and over 12 garages (14%). In fact, 

8T/. of residents sampled in Southernwood/Belgravia had a garage. Medi.an 

building area is therefore highe:: than other clusters 3Ild 32% of building 

valuations are over R70 000 (average 24%). Together these features 

are probably re spons ible for the fact that 49% of blocks have good building 

exteriors and as 89:~ blocks have a yard, 44% are kept in a fair and 

25% in good to very good condition. 

Tile morphological characteristics which occur in a greater proportion 

than would be expected for the clus ter size, are building valuations 

over R70 000 (64%), medium to high site valuations (65% respectively) 

blocks with over 25 flats (61%) and over 12 garages (72%). Furthermore 

blocks with three floors (63%), with very good building exteriors (84%) 

or yards (80%) iron roofs (65%) are more canrnon proportionately a'",d 

support the abqve patterns. In addition only iT/. of blocks are located 

above businesses . 

Certain of these morpho~ ogical characteristics are epitanised in the 

core area where the high quality character is evident as 30 out of the 

47 blocks with building valuations over R70 000, 28 out of 48 with site 

valuations over RiO 000 and 17 out of 22 blocks with over 18 flats are 

located. In the periphery, distinctly different morphological 

characteristics emerge for this is the location of the 40 blocks with 

building valuations under R35 000, and 20 out of 21 of the site valuations 

under R5 000. Not unexpectedly therefore 47 out of th e 57 privately 

owned blocks, 44 of the 57 smallest blocks wi th 1 - 6 flats, 37 out of 

the 49 low rise t,;o storey blocks, 33 apartment blocks cut of the 47 over 

30 years old, are found in the periphery. , 

The sample of household heads also shows distinctive characteristics 

when compared with other clusters (Table 14). Southernwood/Belgravia 

contains a greater proportion than would be expected of single people (64%) 
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and so lS°1. of the cluster's household heads fall into this category 

(average 12%). Southernwood/Belgravia has 32% of all larger flats with 

four living rooms, and 44% with three living rooms. Therefore the 

higher monthly rentals (56% over R60, East London average, 45%) is not 

un Expected. 

The proportion of child bearing adults within th e cluster and 

those with pre-school children (26% and 16% respectively) is slightly 

higher than the city average of 23% and 14% respectively) but 66% of 

the hou sehold heads are over 43 years, which suggests that the median 

age is highe r than that of the Mount Road/Central area residents (39,3 

years). In addition 7S% respondents had no children, more so than other 

clusters. The higher status of the cluster is suggested by the 4S% 

residents having an educational attainment of at least m~tric and SO% 

having a car. This may be explained by the concentration of lS% 

(average , 12% ) profess ional and adm;'listrative workers in Southernwood/ 

Bel~ravia. 

An analysis of the retail structure in the southern part of 

SOllthernwood (Figure 11) shows that shops are essentially oriented towards 

serving a higher status apartment population living mainly in Southern 

Southernwood . The proportion of service (31%, especially professional 

service outlets, lS%) and demand outlets (28%) is high ,particularly the 

special demand function (25%) main:y housed in the Oxford Shopping Centre. 

The highest proportion of professional service outlets is explained by 

proximity to the medical centre. Of the outlets located along Oxford 

Street, 5% are automobile establishments, selling cars, and many of the 

29% convenience outlets were of a higher order, and including such 

establishments as steakhou3es. 

The analysis has the refore shown that the Southernwood/Belgravia 

cluster has a transitional ch3racter between Quigney and the scattered 

apartment blocks, but resembles the l atter more closely. 
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5.24 The Scattered Apartment Areas. 

The scattered apartment blocks are considered as a single group 

for their nature, although their distribution is locally clustered and 

each is too small to have developed markedly different characteristics. 

The scattered group comprises 

12,5% of all East London flats. 

fifty three blocks (430 flats) or 

The recent nature of the scattered 

apartment development is indicated by the fact that 36% of all blocks 

(or 60% of those in the area) are under 15 years old. Amon~ the 

morphological characteristics found in greater proportion than would be 

expected (Table 12) are the 25% of all the city b locks 

in a good/very good condition as well as 34% of those with good condition 

of yard. 

evident. 

Thus a better quality morphological enviroTh~ent is 

Sites, whose medi2n is 951 square metres, are the second largest 

after Southermwod/B e l gravia, yet because of distance from the CBf , 

the se areas contain 29% of the cheapest sites in ERst London (68% of all 

sites here are valued at under R5 000). Consequently 68% of blocks have 

garages, 92% balconies and 6 ~·1. yards, 40% of which are in gcod to very 

good condition, a figure higher than the apartment block average of 21%. 

Building regulations are reflected in the fact that the 26% of blocks are 

above businesses which is highr r than the East London apartment block average 

of 18%. In addition 31% of the city's two storey ed blocks are ~n 

scattered locations (83% within the area) and 25% of all these are in th e. 

7 - 12 flat category size. Overall, however, 94'1. of the scattered blocks 

are small and have less than 12 flats. As a result the ratio of building 

to land area is 1:1 ,1 5 which reflects the lwest intensity of apartment 

block use in the city compared with other clusters, and ~uil ding valuations 

in 53% of cases fa ll in the medium R35 - 70 000 range. 

The s5nple socia-economic characteristics of scattered apartment 

area residents show distinctive trends and there are more of East London's 

flats I·lith four living rooms (35%), more households with five residents 
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(40%), and flats with rentals between R60 - 90 per month, all of which 

are in greater proportion than would be expected for the size of area 

(Table 14). 

Kahn's study (1973) showed that the Johannesburg suburban apartment 

areas were family oriented, catering for families in all stages of the 

life cycle. The same trend is evident in the scattered blocks in 

East London. More households proportionately are in the pre-child 

(50%), child bearing (29%) and child rearing stages (38%) of the life 

cycle than would be expec ted. Furthermore, proportionately 29% of 

households with pre- school and 75% 'lith children at boarding school or 

university also indicates the high commitment to family life. Thp.se 

characteristics are of cours e reflected in the structure of the area 

itself where 69% of residencs are married, (greater than in other apartment 

areas and the overall average of 57%), 19% have pre- school chi ldren 

living in the f lat, and 30% are classified as in the child-bearing stage 

of the life cycle as opposed to the East London apartment blod. ave rage of 

23%. It is also significant that the age structure is lower for residents 

in the post-child category and only 31% household heads arc r e tired, as 

opposed to the city apartment average 41% . 

The higher economic status of residents in the scattered apartment 

blocks is reflectec by 92% of respondents owning a car and 4i% of r esidents 

with a matric certificate. Persons in service occupations (2710) are 

only better r p.presented in the central cluster , but are more nUmerous in 

the scattered apartment blocks than the average (20%) . In addition 

50% of all East London apartment sales workers live in this area and are 

in a greater proportion than other clusters (average 5%) . The higher 

incomes from R300 - 600 per month are better represented than expected 

(69%). It is obvious therefore that the scattered apartment areas have 

jistinct morphol ogica l characteristics and that typical residential traits 

can be identified in th e residents living in the flats. 
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The particular problem of the spatial analysis is clearly evident 

for the degree of variati on within each major c luster is too great for 

clear cut morphological patterns to have emerged , although there is 

evidence, especially in the central cluster, that the core does epitomise 

the characteristics of tne cluster as a whole . Similar variation in 

socio-economic characteristics of the sampled households no doubt also 

exists and this areal subdivision by inspection of patterns is unrealistic. 

In order to establish whether relationships do exist between morphological 

characteristics of apartment blocks and those socia-economic attributes 

of their residents the technique of factor a~alysis is used to aralyse 

each cluster to establish whether 'real' natural areas can be recognised. 
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CHAPTER 6 

NATURAL AREAS WITHIN APARmENT AREAS 

Before examining the occurrence" of natural areas within the 

apartment areas, it is important to consider more closely, the 

significance of the factor scores obtained by the factor anal}sis. 

The first four factors account for merely 50,6% of the total variance. 

Con s iderat ion of the factors involved indicates that interpretation is 

not meaningful, except in the case of Fac tor I. Even so a low percentage 

of the overall variance (17,n.) is accounted for by Factor I, but can be 

explained partially by the lack of ~ lear definition of morphological 

subareas as indicated in Chapter 5, coupled with the problems of grid 

delimitati on ,nentioned in Chapter 4 . Together thes e factors sugges t 

that the apartment cluster; have not yet reached the stage of development 

by which marked differentiation into natural areas has taken place . 

Despi!e this fact an attempt has been made to see whether spatial 

patterns would be revealed when the factor scores for Factor I were p l otted. 

After ranking the factor scores two clear and significant breakpoints could 

be distinguished dividing the loadings into high, medium, 'md low status . 

When the scores were mapped dis tinct differences were found to exist 

within and between the clusters. These spatial patterns suggest that 

incipient natural areas can be distinguished and that ecolo[ical processes 

have brought about changes in the apartment componen t of the residential 

system. The characteristics of these natura l areas cannot be expected to 

be sharply differentiated but the r esults of the analysis point to the 

existence of particular combinations in morphological character of the 

apartment blocks and the socia-economic character of their residents 

which are arranged in distinct spatial patterns. 

6.1 Apartment Natural Areas: Macro Patterns. 

An attempt may be made to establish at the descriptive leve l only, 

whether the morphological/socio-economic status within apartment clusters 

can be explained in accord,:tnce with the macro models outlined in 
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Chapter 2. It must be rememhered that the discus s ion is based on the 

low Factor I scores only and refers to broad ove rall patterns within one 

sector of the residential system. The findings outlined are merely 

tentative suggestions and require to be confirmed or rejected by further 

mo,'e detailed analysis of all aspects of the residential system. 

In the first place a central city core approximating the C.B.D. 

boundary (Figure 15) emerges as medium status. This division largely 

confirms the delimitation of a morphological core area previously 

defined by cluster analysis and which it overlaps to a large degree 

(Figur e 15). It also supports the earlier postulate that socio-economic 

differentiation of apartment households would occur within the central 

cluster. The central area of East London i s rather unattract ive 

physically and the general paucity of cultural amenities may partly 

explain the di ffe rence between the actual East London apartment dwellers 

and the consumerism characteristic. 

pUTsuit of the ' good life'. 

Consumerism refers to residents in 

Imme diat ely adjacent to this, the lowest status natural areas of 

apartment blocks in East London form a broadly concentric sweep around 

the C.B.D. to include North End, the western edge of Quigney and continue 

south across the West Bank (Figure 15). The North End low status 

natural area corresponds very closely to the morphological periphery 

defined by cluster analysis (Figu:.e 15). This low status zone is 

broken into spatially distinct sectors priMarily because of topographic 

features and institutional land uses. The zone includes apartment 

blocks some of which are deteriorated low rise buildings, and many of 

the building s are ready for renewal (Hoover and Vernon, 1962 ). In 

fact the Nunicipality has intervened in the natural process, for urban 

renewal plans are in progress at North End and are proposed for Quigney. 

The mixed pattern of land us(, and quality of r esidence associated with 

this zone of apartment blocks suggests the probable exist ence of a zone 

in transition around the C.B.D. The apartment blocks are we ll located 
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with respect to central work pl aces and bus transport routes and are ",ell 

suited to meet the demands of lower income people. 

Beyond this apparently deteriorated zone which includes low status 

apartment blocks, is what may be termed East London' s inner residential 

area (Figure 16). In accordance with the ,macro models, the natural areas within 

the inner residential zone as a group appear to be sectorally clustered 

into the contrasting status areas of Southernwood and Eastern Quigney . 

The differential pattern of natural areas of medium, but primarily 

high status, concentrates within the Southernwood/Belgravia apartment 

cluster, and the r emaining medium status northern and southern fr~nges of 

Quigney seem to confirm Berry's (1971) postul ates. 

The spatially disp ersed nature of the small loc a l clus ters of the 

apartment blocks in the outer residential areas include the medium 

status Vincent/Berea/Stirling sector separating two high status apartment 

sectors. The distance facto r toget~er with the attraction of shopping 

outlets and scenic views, has pl ayed the major part in the location of 

these apartment blocks. (Figure 16). 

The spatial di stribution of socia-economic status of apartment 

clusters in East London suggests that residential patterns in the city 

correspond in very broad terms to the spatially integrated model of zonal 

£nd sectoral attributes (B erry , 1971). The existence of natural areas 

in apartment c lusters implies that ecological and economic processes 

as postulated by the theoreticians are operating within the apartment 

residentia l sector. As a result, it may be expected that the trends 

will be reinforced with time. 

6.2 Apartment Natural Areas: Micro Patterns. 

If r esidential processes are operating on an overall scale, then 

the detailed characteris tics within each cluster may give an indication 

of the actual processe.s as they take place. For thi s reason, the 

tentatively recognised natural areas within each cluster are considered 
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Tabl e 15. Natural Area Characteristics : Central Cluster. 

Fac tor Ana lysis Variable 

Age : (Years ) 

Average 

Medi an 

Building Area: (square metres) 

Average 

Median 

Block above businesses: 

Concret e/slate/ti le r oof : 

Good /v(ry good block ext erior: 

Poor/very bad block ex t erior: 

Blocks with 1-6 garages : 

Parking on s ite/s treet: 

Fi ats with 1-2 living rooms: 

Flat s with rental bel ow R50: 

Married residents: 

Income und er R200: 

Residents with matric: 

Residr~ts with s tand ard 6 or 8: 

Status 

Medium Low 

CBD North End 
~8 n=5 N=16 rr=7 

26 36 

25 37 

1 493 828 

1 591 694 

Percentage 

100 63 

12 a 
75 19 

a 50 

a 25 

100 62 

40 29 

100 100 

20 57 

80 14 

20 lt, 

80 86 
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in the hope that it will be possible t o establish what differences do 

exist and to highlight those that may serve to i~dicate the processes 

that operate as the natural areas evolve . Tables 15 to 18 are used 

throughout the following section and should therefore be cons ulted. 

6.21 The Central Cluster . 

Within the central c luster the medium status CBD natural area may 

be separated from the low status North End natural area and the two afford 

interesting contrasts. Table 15 highlights the differences between 

them. Effects of economic forces are re flected in the fact that 

although median land areas are similar in both natural areas viz. 

(607 sq. metres) median ratio of building to land area is 1:0,38 and 

1:0,87 respectively, while in addition the median ratio of building to 

site valuation is 1: 0,56 and 1:0,19. Thus the higher land values near 

the Peak Land Value Intersection have given rise to more i ntensive u se 

also reflected in morphologica l characteristics with a concentrat .on of the 

largest blocks, 50% with four or more storeys , 63% with more than 12 

flats. In addition all blocks are located above businesses, and 88% 

are company owned . Except i" the case of 25% of the CBD blocks, all 

apartment blocks are of the walk-up variety with one entrance only. 

Significantly more (20%) of the CBD flats sampled are bachelor and 40% 

are one or two roomed. Where~s in the low status North End are found 

smaller blocks, 63% of which have betOJeen 1 - 6 flats, and 56% I ave only 

t wo storeys. Signifi.cantly too, the 37 year median age of blocks in 

North End is twelve years more than is the case in the C.~.D. The 

considerably lower value of land is fur ther reflected in the fact that 

the only garages are found in North End where 25% of apartment blocks 

have some garaging, they contain the only yards in the cem:ral cluster, which 

surround. 31% of apartment blocks. North End blocks are more cheaply 

constructed, rented out more cheaply, and also not surprisingly are in 

poorer condition (50% classified as poor to very bad). 
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Table 16. Natural Area Charact.eristics: Quigney. 

Factor Analysis Variable 

Age: (Years) 

Average 

Mediar, 

Building Area: (square metres) 

Average 

Median 

Block above businesses: 

Concrete/Slate/tile roof: 

Very good/good block exterior: 

Poor/very bad block exterior: 

Blocks with 1-6 garages : 

Blocks with over 8 garages: 

Parking on street/site: 

Flats with 1-2 living rooms: 

F'.ats with 4-5 living rooms: 

Flats with rental below R50: 

Flats with rental over R80: 

Married residents: 

Income under R200: 

Income over R600: 

Residents with matric: 

Residents with standard 6-8: 

Status 

Medium Low 

. ~orth/South South/West 

N = 48 N= 35 
n = 9 n = 16 

26 31, 

23 32 

1 161 905 

933 629 

Percentage 

16 17 

33 10 

31 15 

34 32 

40 61 

17 13 

55 22 

45 57 

30 0 

55 82 

7 10 

56 57 

51 48 

0 0 

45 40 

55 50 

High 

East/Centra' 

N = 8 
n = 6 

19 

19 

2 424 

I 
1 256 

0 

63 

50 

25 

38 

50 

0 

34 

0 

50 

33 

16 

49 

17 

34 

66 
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The sample of residents from the central cluster indicates that 

socia-economic differences exist between the natural areas and in general 

t end to support the theory that eco logical processes are operating to 

establish natural areas within the central cluster . In the first place, 

60% of CBD residents are over 53 years and thes e include retir ed persons 

(60%) as well as widows (60%) and separated/divorced persons (20%) all 

of whom cou ld be expected to predominate in a mec1.ium status natural area. 

FJrther support of medium s tatus lies in the fact that 80% of household 

heads earn less than R200 per month and are presumably attracted to the 

CBD where they can enjoy a low rental (100% sampled paid less than R50 

per month) together with the advantage of a central location. However 

the remaining 20% earn high monthly incomes of between R400 and R499 

perhaps suggesting a trend towards improvement of the status within 

central business apartment areas. In the low status North End 57% of 

house',old heads are married, 86% have a low level of education and 587. 

are employed in service occupations. The flats, although lar~er than 

those in the CED (71% are three roomed flats) house two or more residents 

in 86% of the cases sampled. 

The CBD medium status natural area appears to be in Hoover and 

Vernon's stable stage of downgrading with very little new construct i on 

taking place. In the older deteriorated zone North End is in the stage 

renfwal being carried out by the Department of Community Development. 

6.22 The Qiligney Cluster. 

The Quigney Cluster comprises a south/west low status area partly 

surrounded by an arc of medium status which grades to higher status in 

the east/central portion. The morphological core overlaps with all 

three natural areas whose characteristics appear in Table 16. 

The distinct ly high status nature of the east/central area is most 

"-larked and shows clearly the effect of economic processes on the 

morphological character of the natural area. The highest average site 
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valuations correspond to those sites with the best sea vie\>~::. On average 

sites are significantly larger than elsewhere in the cluster, and 

although building areas are also high, the ratio of building to site 

valuation (1:0,05) as well as building to site area 1:0,5 is low. 

Nevertheless median age of building is 19 years and 63% of the largest 

Quigney apartment blocks over 12 flats are in this area, 88% provide garaging, 

and 37% of the blocks are four storeys or more, with the exterior in 

good/very good condition in 50% of the cases and 63% also have high quality 

concrete/slate/tile roofing. The high status is also reflected in the 

occun'ence of penthouses which canprise 13% of all blocks in the natural 

area, the fact that 33% of the flats have a shower in addition to a bath, 

66% have three or more living rooms and as a result of these factors 33% 

of the rentals recorded were over R100 (the highest category in the survey). 

This had led to a process of social filtering reflected in the fact that 

all sampled hous ehold heads were over forty years, 84% were eithe, widowed, 

divorced or Single, and 83% were retired, yet 51% earned over R300 per 

month. In addition two thirds of the smaple residents lived alone in 

their flats, although two thl.'ds of the flats sampled had three living 

rooms, suggesting a very low living density. Together these features 

suggest a concentration of the more well off residents in those buildings 

with the advantage of modernity and attractive sea views. 

By contrast, the south west low s tatus area which lies neal est to 

the P.L.V.I. of the C.B.D. has the lowest building valuation of the area 

(median: R27 000) and 17 of the blocks are above businesses. Median 

site (607 sq. metres) and building areas (629 sq. metres) are significantly 

smaller than elsewhere in Quigney and the ratio of building to site area 

is high (1:0,96). Nevertheless the smallest Quigney apartment blocks 

(86% witQ und er 12 flats) are in the south west area, and only 2% have 

four or more storeys) 53% of the apartment exteriors are in fair condition 

and 90% of the blocks have iron/asbestos roofing. The low morphological 
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quality is also reflected in ~he fact that 46% of the rentals are under 

R40, although 57% have one or two living rooms. Of heads of hou sehold 

5~/' are married, 53% of them are older than 53 years and 53% retired. 

In addition 71% earn under R300 per month , not unexpectedly with 25% 

blue collar workers (mosLly craftsmen) and 46% having left school after 

standard 6. Together th .ese features sugges t a concentration of lower 

status married resident s (possibly pensioners) living in poorer quality 

buildings. 

The medium status natural areas have evolved around the edges of the 

low status area and are largely transitional in character betweer. l ow 

and high status areas. Average site size is small (710 sq. metres) but 

average valuations (R6 863) are high especially in the south where they 

reflect proximity to the attractive beachfront . Land is used intensively 

and therefore the median ratio of building to site area is fairly high 

(1:0,7) and so 58% of apartment blo ';ks have no yards and 25% of the blocks 

whjch have four or more floors are especially concentrated in the more 

developed southern medium status area close to hotel zone. The 16% of 

blocks above businesses are located near Fleet street . The largest 

proportion of flats (3~/,) are one roomed though the blocks also contain 

the l argest flats in Quigney and 30% of those sampled had four rooms. 

',he medium morphological quality is reflected in that 44% of blocks are 

well constructed of face brick, 4?1. of rentals are below R40 per month and 

86% are less than R60 pe r month. Living ~ensities are low as 76% of 

flats house one to t,vo re sidents only, but although 53% of hou sehold heads 

are in the post-child period , the r e are fewer pensioners than elsewhere 

in Quigney . 16% of the younger household heads under 23 years and the 

14'7. s ingl e r esident s h ave .'loved into the area probably attracted by the beach 

and other re creational facilities. Economic status of residents is not 

high particularly in the north western area where some of the raihvay 

-
pensioners r es ide and 24% are employed in service occupat ions, 38% earn 

low salaries between Rl00 and R200. 
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Natural Area Characteristics: Southernwood/Belgravia. 

Factor Analysis Variable 

Age: (Years) 

Average 

Median 

Building Area: (square metres) 

Aver age 

Median 

Block above businesses: 

Concrete/slate/tile roof: 

Very gOJd/good/block exterior : 

Poor/very bad block exterior : 

Block with 1-6 garages: 

Bl ock with over 8 garages : 

P~rking on si t e/st.eet: 

Flats with 1-2 living rooms: 

Flats with 4-5 l iving rooms : 

Flats wi th rental below R50: 

Flats wi th r ental over R80 : 

Married r esident s: 

Income under R200: 

Income over RouO: 

Residents with ~atric: 

Residents with standard 6-8: 

Statu s 

High Medium 

North/South Be l gravia 
N = 70 n = 24 N = 80 n = 27 

21 26 

20 24 

1 720 1 177 

1 358 1 033 

Percentage 

2 13 

24 15 

62 49 

22 17 

37 51 

57 33 

8 44 

3 29 

55 26 

4 48 

47 12 

58 59 

7 44 

17 7 

55 45 

45 55 
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The Quigney low and medium status natural apartment area appears 

to be in Hoover and Vernon's third stage of downgrading and apartment 

deterioratio~, with very little new construction taking place. The 

small household size of these apartment dwellers is actually a 

chfracteristic of the thinning process, but there is as yet no evidence 

of vacancies of flats to support the idea of rapidly declining densities . 

The existence of the high status natural area in the stage of apartment 

construction suggests that the whole apartment area is pOised for 

redevelopment. Stimulat ed by .the tourist function the grm.th of holiday 

apartment blocks will no doubt increase and municipal renewal schpmes are 

planned. It is anticipated therefore that the character of Qui.?,ney will 

change and possibly overtake Southernwood as East London's major high 

status apartment area. 

6.23 The Southermvood/Belgravia Cluster. 

The Southernwood cluster has a medium status natural area in the south 

west with an easter l y extension that forms a corridor to bisect the high 

status area. The morphological core corresponds to the high status area 

(Figure 14), but is cut througn by the central corridor of medium status. 

Although land values differ very slightly between the medium and 

high status natural areas, the latter has the larger stands , higher 

tuilding valuations, a slightly lower int ens ity of us e (median ratio of 

buildine to site area 1:1,1 to 1:O,94 r espect ively) (Table 17) for all 

high status blocks are surrounded by privare open space. The morphological 

differences lie chiefly in the fact that the high status areas are 

essentially quieter peripheral residential areas. For example only 2% 

of blocks in the high s t atus but 13% in the medium status area are locat e d 

above businesses. In the high status area apartment blocks have a median 

age of 20 years and are larger with 33% having more than 12 flats, 75% 

are three or more storeys hig" and 3% have penthouses whi l e 24% have 

concrete or tile roofing. As a result it is not unexpected that 71% 

of blocks are company owned. In the high status area, a larger proport ion 
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(57%) of the apartment blocks are in a good condition as are 27% of yards. 

The flat s themselves are generally larger for 55% have four or more living 

rooms and are not overcrowded as 55%· of flats surveyed have only two 

permanent residents; 8% have an extra bath or shower and almost all 

(92%) have open balconies. Inevitably rentals are higher and 61% cost 

over R70 per month. An additional indication of the status lies in the 

fact that 4% of the flats have been purchased on a shareholder company 

basis. Economic filtering of residents has taken place for the sample 

showed that 89% of household heads have incomes over R300 per month, 

88% own a car, (92% of these garage it in an apartment block garage) 37'1. 

are white collar workers and 55% have a matric certificate. In 75% of 

the cases residents are without children for they are either young i.e. 

33% below 33 years, or in the post child period i.e. 43% are over 53 years. 

The south-western medium status natural area corresponds to the 

suburr of Belgravia and is aligned along the west of the Oxford street 

arterial which separates it from the high status areas. This division 

confirms previous morphological analyses which separated the Belgravia 

periphery from the core. The medium status area however extends as an 

easterly central corridor along the important routeway of St George's 

Road, thus bisecting the high s tatus area and the morphological core. 

The morphological character is of a lower quality than the hi ·,h status area 

for ·lith smaller median site areas (975 sq. metres) but similar value, 

land is intensively used (1:0,94 building to land area) and therefore 

20% of blocks are without a yard. The pressure of space is also 

reflected in that 13% of blocks are above Oxford street businesses. The 

average age of buildings is 26 years and as 75% of blocks have fewer than 

12 flats and are two storey buildings in 40% of cases, a larger proportion 

(45%) than in the high status area, are privately owned. Nevertheless , 

building exteriors are chiefly in a good (43%) to fair (34%) condition. 

The flats themselves are small for 29% have one or two rooms and 45% have 

three r ooms and 30% are without balconies. But as monthly r entals are 
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Table 18. Natural Area Characteristics: Scattered Group. 

Factor Analysis Variable. 

Age: (Years) 

Average 

Median 

Building Area: (square metres) 

Average 

Median 

Block above businesses: 

Concrete/slate/tile roof: 

Very good/good block exterior: 

Poor/very bad building exterior: 

Blocks with 1-6 garages: 

Blocks with over 8 garages: 

Flats with 1-2 living rooms: 

Flats with 4-5 living rooms: 

Flats with rental below R50: 

Flats with rental over R80: 

Married residents: 

Income under R200: 

Income over R600: 

Residents with matric: 

Residents with standard 6-8: 

High 

I Baysville/ 
Cambridge 

~ = 31 n = 16 

11 

10 

1 322 

1 301 

13 

66 

60 

0 

46 

38 

5 

59 

0 

65 

77 

10 

0 

40 

60 

Status 

Medium 

Vince!' t /Berea 

N = 16 n= 8 

18 

18 

710 

734 

Percentage 

38 

6 

69 

6 

44 

25 

12 

13 

25 

0 

62 

12 

0 

51 

49 

Low 

South 

N = 5 n= 2 

29 

21 

688 

791 

20 

0 

20 

60 

0 

9 

50 

50 

100 

0 

50 

50 

0 

0 

100 
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also lower (77% being under R70 ), living dens iti es are not high and 7rb 

of surveyed flats have one or two residents only. The medium morphologica l 

status is reflected in lower status heads of household, 55% of whom are 

persons in the post-child period, 41% are retired, a~d 25% have a lower 

level of education, having left school at standard six. Meditnn economic 

status is reflected in the 78% who earn l ess than R400 monthly, that only 

63% afford a car, which in 44% of cases has to be parked on the open site, 

as 6rb of blocks have none or less than 6 garages . Overall, the Southernwood/ 

Belgravia cluster is dominated by the higher status natural areas except 

along the routeway. However the distinct difference with the Belgravia 

natural area suggests ecological processes are probably operating to 

perpetuate its medium status, and two distinct natural areas sepaTated by 

the Oxford Street arterial will ultimately emerge. 

The Southernwood/Belgravia natural areas appear to be within the 

stage of apartment construction repres~nting a transitional stage where 

popul!ltion density is increasing and new construction fills the vacant 

land or re.places older apartment blocks and single family housing. The 

c~ange is especially evident in "he Belgravia medium status area. 

6.24 The Scattered Apartment Areas. 

The small clusters of scattered apartment blocks have been shown to 

have a different overall character from that evident in the clusters. 

Distance and sectoral characteristic~ have emerged with the low status area 

chiefly on the West Bank of the river ,and t"o high status sectors separated 

by the Vincent/Berea medium fcatus natural area. 

The five low status blocks correspond to that area closest to the 

CBD as the crow flies although travelling time to West Bank extends the 

distance from the P.L.V.I. to a level equivalent t o that of the other 

scattered apartment blocks (Table 18). It is an area of older settlement 

with high average age of blocks (29 years). The morpholog ical character 

reflect s the age and unsatisfactory position in Imler site values (median 

R1 530) and cheaper blocks (median R22 500) , with 100% having less than 
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12 flats to give a low building to site value of 1:0,06. Sites are small, 

and ratio of building to site area is relatively high (1:0,7) so 91% of 

the blocks have nO yards, the same percentage have no garages , and cheaper 

construction and roofing materials viz. iron or asbestos have been used 

in all cases. Under these conditions it is not surprising that 60% are 

in poor to very bad condition ",ith 20% due for demolition. The sample 

showed rental s are lo~ for all flats cost under R30 per month although the 

samFle includes both two and five roomed fla ts. As a result the re is a 

high prop ortion of widows ( 50% ) and older persons, (50% over 53 years and retired). 

These peopl e· have little money as 50% earn under R100 per month, and have a 

low standard of education (50% have a standard 6 only). The generally 

unattractive nature of the area is reflected by the fact that none of the 

households samp led had children. 

The medium status area at Vincent/Berea comprises 16 blocks and is 

linked hi good bus services via Devereux Avenue to the Union Avenue 

extension of Oxford Street providing a direct link to the CBD an~. east to 

the coastal residential suburbs. Apartment blocks are all two storey, 

757. do not have a yard, and are associated with business es he 38% of 

cases. All blocks have fewer than 12 flats and exteriors are in good 

condition in 69% of the cases . Together these facts explain why rentals 

are of a medium level with 88% of flats costing between R40-70 per month. 

The fl,t s themselves commonly have three living rooms (75%) and one to 

two permanent r~sidents in 63% of cases. Thus living densities are not high. 

The medium status is also reflected in the social and economic character of 

residents, 38% of whom are in the post-child period, over 53 years and 

38% in the child bearing s t ages of the life cycle. A probably unsuitable 

environment for chi ld rearing is borne out by the fact that 25% of household 

heads have pre-school children and the only other children are away at 

b"arding school. The medium economic and social status i s reflected in 

occupational structure for 50% of those sampled a re clerical and salesworkers 

large l y employed in s hops be10w or in the C.B .D. earning medium to high 

incomes viz. 63% earn over R300 per month. 
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Overall, the high status sc.ttered natural areas are significantly 

different from the medium and low status areas in terms of high building 

valuation which in turn reflect good t o very good building exteriors (60%) 

condition of yards (56%), and higher quality roofing materials used in 

60% of cases. This explains why 7rlo of blocks are company owned. 

Sites and building areas are significantly larger than elsewhere and 14% 

of blocks have over 12 flats. This together with the newness of blocks 

(median age : 10 years) explai.ns t.he high r entals which in 90% of cases are 

over R 70. The flats are l arge for 59% have four living rooms to the same 

proportion of two permanent residents, suggesting very low living d <,nsities. 

The better, l ess dense morphological environment has attract ed higher 

socia-economic r esidents. Married residents (77%) in all stages of the 

life cycle, especially post-child residents (3 5%) are chara~teristic. 

Higher economic status is reflected in 85% of incomes over R300 per month 

and social statu s in the 13% employed .n professional and administrative posts. 

The eastern Bays\Tille/Nahoon area is smaller (8 blocks) than the 

western Cambridge/Chiselhurst area (23 blocks). The former area is 

actractively situated with coastal views and has become a prestige apartment 

area. The highest building (R75 880) and si te (R3 685) medians in Baysville 

are explained by the potential of the area for residenti al development wi th 

scenic views. All the larger blocks are located here and small households 

of two per flat in 667. of cases are "_yp i cally in the post child period (50%) 

possibly inclu ding ;,ealthier retired residents (50%). In contrast, 

the Cambridge/Chiselhurst area has 26% of the blocks associated with 

businesses and 40% of household heads in the child-bearing family oriented 

life cycle stage. 

The high and medium sta.:us natural areas appear to be in Hoover and 

Vernon's stage of apartment cons truction where popul ation dens ity i.s 

increasing and new apartment bbc.ks are being built. 

h owever, is in the renewal stage. 

The low status area 
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The detailed differentiation of natural ecological areas within the 

apartment clusters in East London has indicated in most cases that the 

characteristics of the natural areas are fairly clear cut and are reflected 

in the morphological character of the blocks, and the social and economic 

status of their residents. The core/periphery subdivision i" the Central 

and Southernwood/Belgravia clusters supports to a large degree the natural 

area boundaries (Figure 14). This suggests that mo'rphological differentiation 

has been associated with socia-economic differentiation resulting in 

natural area development. The main features have been outlined but the 

small sample size coupled with the wic',e in group variance caused largely 

through the grid system used, has made it unrealistic to use statistical 

tests on the data. The above discussion however has indicated that 

ecological and economic proce3ses are operative and through time the natural 

areas can well be expected to become firmly established and more clearly 

defined ~o the casual viewer. In addition it is suggested that every effort 

should be made to plan with these trends in mind so as to encourage 

development of the apartment natural areas and integrate the functioning 

of the whole resid€~tial system. 
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CHAPTER 7 

FINDINGS Al'D RECOMHENDATIONS 

The previous chapter has estab l ished the detailed characteristics of 

natural areas within the major apartment clusters. It is now possible 

to use this information ana consider needs of residents from a planning 

viewpoint. By examining their residential stability and satisfaction 

levels on a general and more specific level, it may be possible to pinpoint 

those aspects which should be tak f~n into account when new residential 

deve lopments are planned. In this regard, then, the applicability of the 

natural areas concept can be assessed and the relative contribution of 

this study evaluated. 

7.1 Planning Recommendations. 

General findings regarding the overall satisfaction levels of apartment 

dwellers provide recommendations pertaining to the apartment component of 

the residential sector as a whole. Furthermore assessing the detailed 

implications of the tenant 1 s views on the advantages and disadvantages of 

"partment living in each natural area will suggest planning applicable to 

East London in particular. These features are summarised in Tables 19 and 

20 which are referred to throughout this section. 

7.12 Overall Recommendations 

Discussions with estate agents 5eemed to suggest that there is no 

present shortage of any particular rental category of flat in the city. 

However respondents indicated otherwise, as 23% cited low rentals as a 

factor affecting their choice of flat (Table 19). In Quigney 30% of 

residents and in Southernwood/Belgravia 25% of them indicated that low 

rentals were especial ly impoltant. It appears that, as in Port Elizabeth, 

while there may be no overall shortage of flats there is in fact a great 

demand for low rental flats. :"urthermore the monthly income sto:cucture 

in the apartment sector indicates that 48% earn under R300 and only 14% 

over R500 per month. This large proportion of low to l ow-~edium incrnnes 



Table 19. ?~eferences and Stressors of Apartment Residents . 

1 Reason for choice of flat: 
Accessibility : 

Near amenities 

Near work 

Near s chools 

Neighbourhood : 

Adequate shopping faci lit ies 

Socially pleasant 

View 

D .... elling unit: 

Appropriate size 

Low rental 

Adequate fac il ities 

2 Proportion dissati sfi ed: 

3 Reason for dissatisfaction : 

Accessibility : 

Too far from amenities 

Too far from work 

Neighbourhood: 

Inadequate shopping 
facilitie s 

Socially unpleasant 

I .... .:.s y 

Dwelling unit : 
Too small 

Too big 

Too expensive 

Inadequate facilities 

Bad maintenance 

East 
London 

n = 120 

26 

12 

1 

2 

10 

2 

20 

23 

4 

35 

3 

2 

3 

5 

30 

16 

1 

3 

9 

23 

Central 
n == 12 

% roportion of % 
E.L. Total 

40 18 21 

18 18 6 

0 0 · 2 

4 23 1 

0 0 12 

0 0 0 

" 
6 19 

24 11 30 

1 3 5 

48 12 25 

0 0 0 

0 0 5 

0 0 4 

16 63 0 

28 12 29 

25 22 16 

0 0 6 

0 0 0 

19 31 6 

12 6 27 

PERCENTAGE 

Qtdgney 
' .. . , 32 

roportion of % 
E. L. Total 

23 22 

15 12 

33 1 

23 1 

25 15 

39 0 

24 21 

33 25 

27 3 

23 30 

0 0 

100 0 

33 0 

0 3 

21 31 

24 13 

75 0 

0 7 

16 9 

23 35 

Southernwoodl 
Belgravia 

n - SO 

roportion of 
E. L. Total 

41 

46 

34 

23 

52 

0 

42 

45 

27 

45 

0 

0 

0 

37 

42 

38 

0 

70 

53 

55 
-- --

Scattered groep 
n = 26 

% IProportion of 
E.L . Total 

20 18 

10 21 

2 33 

3 31 

12 23 

7 61 

26 28 

11 11 

9 43 . 

37 20 

12 100 

0 O· 

6 67 

0 0 

32 25 . 

10 16 

1 25 

5 30 

0 0 

17 16 

! 

>-' 
o w 
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makes it clear that economic high density housing if well planned, could 

meet the major area of demand that exists in the apartment sector at least. 

Present high building and maintenance costs inhibit the building of a 

large number of suitable flats of this type as indicated by the higher 

rental ranges especially evident al' ,ong the new scattered blocks. Therefore 

the East London Municipality has planned three medium density apartment 

complexes with a total of 574 flats. One in Cambridge is presently under 

construction, one near the industrial area adjacent to North End and one in 

the southern portion of Southernwood are in the planning stage. These 

schemes "ill be financed by the· National Housing Commission and be located 

in an attractive landscaped environment suitably provided with recreational 

facilities. Thus the demand is in part being met, though the planned 

location of the blocks may offset their low rental advantages, by necessitating 

higher transport costs. 

An important factor which in sane cases initiates residential ~obility, 

is bad apartment maintanance as indicated by 23% of city apartment dwellers 

especially those in Southernwood/Belgravia where the figure reaches 35% and 

Quigney where it is 27%. The low level of repair in these areas has been 

noted among the morphological characteristics of these apartment clusters 

where it is frequently associated with older buildings. Nevertheless 

builders should take into account. the problem of rising damp in new buildings 

as well, for this problem is the most serious cause of dissatisfaction among 

tenants. Problems of poor repair may to some extent be associated with 

the disadvantages of rent control in that certain speculative developers 

feel they cannot gain a proper return from their investment. The rent 

board, which values the apartment property and sets rentals, has no fixed 

standard of valuation. Consequently if controlled rents are too low, 

owners do not improve apartment blocks, which soon deteriorate further and 
• 

this results in demands of certain tenants for still lower rentals and 

greater mobility of others. Removal of this particular type of control at 

the same time as providing additional low rental flats would perhaps lead 
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to greater stability within the apartment system when normal ecological 

and ec.onomic processes could operate. 

Where rental is less important , as for example among residents of the 

scattered blocks, it is found that 26% of residents are attracted by 

appropriate size of flat. At the same time in 10% of cases, the smaller 

size of flat was regarded as a significant stressor especially in the 

Central and Quigney areas where the proportion citing this factor was 25% 

and 16% respectively. In addition 19% in the centra l area found facilities 

provided in the flat very inadequate. This finding suggests that planning 

should take into account the demand fo r a particular size of flat, as 

indicated by average household size in each apartment area . The planning 

problem lies in coupling this aspect with that of adequate provision of 

appropriate rental groups and the location of new blocks i~ areas where 

demand is highest. 

In this latter respect, accessib:lity is considered important by 

39% of apartment dwellers, especially in the central cluster where 40% of 

households were attracted by proximity to amenities and 18% by proximity 

"'. 0 work. This suggests an important feature i~ locating new blocks should 

be accessibility - a conclusion s upp orted by the fact that in the scattered 

apartment group distance from amenities was r egarded as irksome by 12% of 

respondents. Planning new apartment blocks t herefore should continue to 

take advantage of central location, while those blocks to be located in 

scattered suburban location should wherevsr possible be near to shopping 

centres and at points with good transport linkages with the rest of the city. 

After dwelling unit stressors, neighbourhocd stressors are second in 

importance (38%) as potential initiators of residential mobility and were 

noted by 4£,% of those in th ' Central cluster. In this regard, neighbourhood 

noise formed a significant stressor in 28% of cases. Planning problems 

therefore involve how to locat~ apartment blocks in accessible positions 

-while reducing noise factors. An attempt to locate blocks away from, 

but accessible to, major traffic routes and near but not above retail 
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outlets, may help in this regarQ. 

Finally a number of respondents indicated that they had difficulty in 

searching for flats and possibly more co- operation and co-ordination 

between estate agents in the city would improve the situation. This 

pro1:lem could perhaps be solved by establishing a centra.l register in 

which vacant flats would be recorded and to which those seeking a flat 

could refer directly. 

If the above recommendations are acted upon, an integrated approach 

to planned developments in apartment areas sh ou ld be adopted as the whol e 

apartment component functions as a s ingle entity within the total 

residential system. On the basis of the overall proportion of city 

apart~ent dwellers wanting t o move, one can s ugges t the areas where 

stressors are greatest. Therefore priorities can be recobnised and the 

order in which apartment areas should be redeveloped may be listed. It 

appears that dissatisfaction is high.dt in the inner deteriorated zone , where 

the proportion of sampled residents who wish to move is 57% in North End, 

50% in the low status West Bank scattered blocks and 44% in the low status 

,rea of Quigney. The dissatis:action is further reflected in a fairly 

high residential turnover, as 43% remained under four years, 100% under a 

year, and 52% under four years in each area respectively. In each case 

thJugh, residents have been attracted by proximity to C.B.D. and work 

place, and the situation is highly ~~it able in economic terms for high 

density re sidence. In order to capitalise on these advantages therefore, 

comprehensive renewal is essential to change living conditions within each 

of the natural areas to introduce a socially balanced population which in 

turn will lead to residential stability. Thereafter the focus should 

move t o the inner resident iLl zone especially Southernwood/Be1gravia where 

48% of all potentially mobile city residents spending under a y e ar in 

East London apartment blocks are found . But at the same time, all new 

apartment block development shou ld take into account the further more 

detailed recommendations. 



Table 20. Preferences and Stressars within Natural Areas 

1. Reason for choice of flat 
Accessibility: 

Near amenities 
Near school 
Near work 

Neighbourhood : 
Adequate shopping 

facilities 
· Socially pleasant 
View 

Th"elling Unit : 
Appropriate size 
Low rental 
Adequate facilities 

2. Propo~tion dissatisfied: 

3. Reason for dissatisfaction 
Acc~ssibility: 

Too far from amenit i es 
Tou far from work 

Neighbourhood : 
Inadequate ~hopping 

facilities 
Socially unpleasant 
Noisy 

li'~ elling unit: 
Too smsll 
Too big 
Too expensive: 
Inadequate faci lities 
Bad r.1aintensnce 

I 

Centr al 
n = 12 

Status 
Medium Low 

C.B . D. North End 

43 36 
0 0 

10 22 

7 0 
0 7 
0 0 

20 9 
17 26 

3 0 

40 57 

0 0 
0 0 

0 0 
0 13 

19 1,·0 

19 33 
0 0 
0 ~ 

50 0 
12 14 

_ .. --

Quigney 
n = 32 

Status 
High Hcdium 

Eastl North/ 
~entral South 

29 12 
0 0 
0 12 

0 4 
11 12 
17 2 

6 16 
31 34 

6 8 

0 31 

0 0 
0 14 

0 8 
0 0 

45 30 

0 13 
28 0 
0 0 
0 9 

27 13 

PERCENTAGE 

Southernwoodl 

Belgr~~ia 
n -

Status 
Low High Hedium 

South / North/ BelgravL. 
Wes t South 

24 18 25 
3 2 1 
6 14 12 

1 1 1 
12 16 3 

0 0 0 

25 24 17 
27 22 28 

2 3 3 

44 33 26 

0 0 0 
0 0 0 

0 0 0 
0 6 0 

17 37 26 

26 0 25 
0 0 0 
0 6 7 
4 16 5 

40 30 37 

Scattered Group 
n = 26 

Status 
High Medium 

~aysville Vincent 
t::ambridge Berea 

15 31 
3 0 
3 19 

0 4 
20 4 
12 , 

31 17 
0 25 

16 0 

36 25 

23 0 
0 0 

7 0 
! 0 0 

27 -, ._. 

6 38 
2 0 
6 0 
0 0 

17 25 

Low 

South 

20 
0 
0 

0 
20 . 

20 
60 

0 

50 

0 
0 

0 
0 

50 

0 
0 
0 
0 

50 

... 
o 
..... 
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7.13 Specific Recommendations. 

Having established overall priorities, it is possible to examine at 

a more detailed level within each apartment area , the stressors as indicated 

by residents in each natural area and where local planning should be 

concentrated. The distinct adva1\tages as perceived by heads of households 

to characterise apartment life in each natural area may then be capitalised 

on, and attempts made to reduce the major disadvantages reflected in the 

stressors listed so as to increase the attractiveness of the apartment 

natural area and reduce residential mobility. In this regard Table 20 

will also be referred to, and should be consulted as each apartment area 

is considered. 

7.131 The Central Cluster. 

The main advantage of the Central cluster lies in the provision of 

adequate shopping facilities for residents as indicated by 23% of all 

city respondent~ (Table 19). In fact proximity to such amenities is cited 

by 43% of C.B .D. residents as prin.arily responsible for their choice of 

flat a significant finding as heads of household appear to be satisfied 

with their place of residence tor all have lived in their present fla t for 

over 5 ix years. The major crit icism,cited by 50%,is in regard to inadequate 

provision of other facilities especially garaging which couid be partially 

overcome by making rr.ultistorey l'arking garage space available to central 

cluster apartment dwellers at special long term rates. The ent: r e 

replanning of the C.B.D. is under consideration by the Municipality and 

improvement of the overall environment should take into ar~ount the possible 

attractiveness to high density residential development by provision of 

open space and other amenities. 

In North End where the mobility rate is highest for East London 

apartment· residents (57% wanted to move and 43% had only lived there for 

less than four years), the stress was from neighbourhood noise in 40% of 

cases, small size of flat from 33% and the socially unpleasant neighbourhood 

from 13% of hou s ehold heads. Despite these disadvantages 26% of North 
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End residents had been attract~1 by the low rentals and 22% because the 

area is close to their work. Residential planning in the Central cluster 

should therefore concentrate on North End where comprehensive redevelopment 

is most urgent. Fortunately the Municipality associated with the Department 

of Community Development is presently concerned with this task and intends 

to l eave the area as primarily a low income, light industrial/service area. 

Demolition should be carried out where necessary as 14% of respondents 

complained of bad repair to buildings. Although some of the families 

will be rehoused in the low cost municipal apartment schemes elsewhere, 

the majority will no doubt wish to remain near work places. Plan; should 

therefore include building apartment blocks which contain low cost flats 

primarily with three living rooms but also some four roomed flats as the re 

are presently none of this size located in the area. In this manner the 

family orientated structure of residents in the area can be retained. 

Further detailed planning improvemen'.s such as the provision of an integrated 

shorping centre, and the provision of adequate recr eational and open space 

facilities are contained in the deve lopment plans already drawn up for the 

~rea by consultants. In addition attempts to alleviate street noise 

through attention to social r equirements should be coupled with re

organisation of through traffic 50 that it bypas ses the main residential 

c~Knplexes • 

7.132 7he Quigney Cluster. 

Analysis indicates that i n all natural areaS in Quigney 30% of 

residents chose their flat r 2cause of low rentals and 21% because of 

proximity to amenities. In the medium status area, near the railways and 

harbour an additional 12% chose their flat due to proximity to work 

(Table 20). In addition, 17"10 of the high status r esidents chose their 

flat fo r the attractive sea views and socially pleasant environment. 

Planners should be advised to consider these as the chief advantages of 

the area for future apartment block location. 
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Any residential development programme in Quigney should start in the 

Im< status natural area which corresponds with the area in which 40% of 

residents felt stresses derived from poor maintenance of buildings. 

The dissatisfaction is reflected in that 44% of residents in the low status 

natural area wanted to move and 34% had lived there under two y,!ars. 

Later projects could spread to the outer medium status areas where only 

the most delapidated blocks would be demolished and others renovated where 

pOdsible. In order to reduce neighbourhood noise traffic flow should be 

channalised and new apartment blocks located away from the major roads 

on residential streets and not too close to retail outlets. The present 

lack of open space is partially counteracted by the beach recreational 

facilities and could presumably be improved in future by renewal plans 

incorporating the provision of open space and community centres. 

Development must contain low cost flats for 30% of residents are 

attracl 'ed by the low rentals. However the sites with the best views can 

be capitalised on by high rise apartment blocks to provide the '''aximum 

number of smaller flats, predominantly with two rooms as 28% of residents 

in the high status natural area commented that the flat was too big. 

In this regard, the height restriction of six storeys, presently enforced 

in the Quigney area should be removed, and present land areas consolidated 

to allow more intensive, rational land use for apartment blcck development. 

7.13~ The Southernwood!Belgravia Cluster. 

Although 24% of respondents chose their flat because of its 

appropriate size and the social environment was found to be pleasant by 

16% of respondents, there is a high overall rate of mobility which reaches 

30% in Southernwood!Belgravia, notably in the high status areaS where 33% 

of the respondents indicated the desire to move and 29% had only been 

resident under two years. The reasons for this were chiefly neighbourhood 

nuise, cited by 37% of respondents, badly maintained buildings (30%) 

and inadequate facilities in the flat (16%). Choice of flat in Belgravia 

was influenced by low rentals in 28% of cases and proximity to amenities 
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by 25"10. These features togethpr make for greater residential stability 

than in the high status areas (as 81% of the sample had lived in Belgravia 

for over six years). The chief stressor in Belgravia was bad maintenance 

of flats in 3710 of cases, besides neighbourhood noise in 26%, and smallness 

of flats in 25'7. of the cases ,. 

Apartment block developers should therefore capitalise on proximity 

to amenities and schools (which appear to be adequate to serve the needs 

of the population) and concentrate on attracting residents on a more 

permanent basis by reducing stressors of inadequate facilities in the flat, 

and keeping the blocks well maintained especial ly in Belgravia. :n 

Belgravia new developments should include provision of lower rental flats 

associated with demolition of some of the older blocks to make way for 

apartment blocks with three or four roomed flats as 25'7. coo.plained of small 

flats. In addition location of new blocks ro'ay from Oxford street would 

reduce traffic disturbances. 

The noisiness noted in the high status neighbourhood may in part be 

due to the chronic shortage of open space in Southernwood/Belgravia where 

there are only two parks (Figure 11). A positive approach to the 

problem is being used by the City Council for two other areas of similar 

size are in the process of being purchased. The one of four blocks in 

e:',tent is between St Peter's and St George's Road, opposite Gordon Road. 

The other is at the intersection St Marks, St James and Gordon Road. 

Further future open space is also planned between St Marks, St Lukes and 

Belgrave Roads and Belgravia Crescent to provide for the recreational needs 

of the increasing density ot population. 

7.134 The Scattered Apartment Areas. 

In the scattered group, proximity to amenities is generally 

regarded as important in selecting a fl a t, especially proximity to work 

in the Vincent/Berea area. Ihe main stressors among these apartment 

'residents are neighbourhood noise, directly associated with the advantages 

of their arterial routes and business focus location. 
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In the high status Baysville area 31% of residents are attracted by 

toe appropriate size of flat and its facilities, 20% by the socially 

pleasant environment and 12% by the attractive views. However, these 

advantages are counteracted by distance from amenities as noted in 23% of 

cases and the inadequate shopping facilities, noted by 7%. It is suggested 

that future scattered development ' should capitalise on the high status 

character and existing advantages , but pay careful attention to provision 

of amenities. New apartment blocks should not be located too close to 

arterial road s to prevent disturbance by traffic noise, and thus reduce 

the main stressors noted by res idents while maintaining the advantage of 

good mass transportation links with the C.B.D. Future construction in 

Vinc ent/Berea should provide larger flats possibly those with four 

living rooms as the smallness of flats was noted by 38% of residents who 

were family oriented . 

The micro approach to the locational preferences and satisfaction 

level s vf residents forms a sound basis for comprehensive r eplanning of 

the apartment sector in East London. Grossman (1966) points out how little 

att ention is being given to compreh ensive planning of apartc.ent block 

location within the community context in Montgomery county, United States, 

and the same is presently true in the case of East London to a certain 

extent. In this regard zoning regulations should not be too restri.ctive 

so that present trends of suburban apartment growth can develop freely. 

Plann"rs should therefore act on prioriti es , plan with favourable , existing 

trends in min~ and eliminate the cause of stress in the manner s ugges ted. 

7.2 Conclusion. 

The study of apartment areas in East London has shown that the concept 

of natural areas provides a useful tool in the analys is of residential 

pattern s . The most significant finding is that with use of multivariate 

~echniques ecological natural areas of similar types of people living in 

similar morphological environments have been shown to exist within each of 

the major apartment clusters and also within the scattered blocks. 
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Although morphological subareas are not clearly recognisable due to the 

considerable variation within each apartment cluster, the morphological 

core/periphery subdivision, particularly in the Central and Southernwood/ 

Belgravia clusters, largely supports the natural areas boundaries. The 

Quigney core area overlaps part or the high, medium, and low status natural 

areas suggesting that the cluster is in an active state of development. 

Morris and Mogey's (1965) suggestion of a decreasing correspondence between 

social and physical groupings in society therefore does not seem to be 

directly appl i cable in East London. 

Altnough the first factor revealed by the statistical analysis only accounted 

for a disappointingly low (17,Tk) of the total variance, it provided a 

basis for differentiating between different parts of each apartment area. 

When the characteristics of these defined natural areas are considered, 

however, very marked differences emerged at all levels, suggesting that 

ecological processes are operating, and that distinct natural area' do 

in fact exist. On this basis th~refore future residential development 

associated with the expected industrial growth in the city should involve 

planning of the apartment seceor based on micro patterns of e he natural 

areas which have emerged in this study. If this is done it may be 

expected that the residential structure of apartment areas will evolve 

in a balance d fashion and existing patterns will become more firmly 

established through time. By following trends in this way, dev~lopment 

costs will be minimised and the residential environment made more pleasant, 

a feature which may serve to attract more people to live in multi-family 

dwellings and make the concept of high density living more acceptable to 

South Africans. 

On the macro scale it is found that the spatial dis :ribution of 

apartment blocks and the socio-economic differentiation within the maj or , 
apartment clusters supports Berry's (1971) integrated spati~l model of a 

combination of distance zones and sectors. This finding confirms the 

postulates in Chapter three regarding the character of residential areas 

in East London. The pattern bas e d on natural area characteristics therefore, 
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has evolved as a result of the operation of ecological and economic processes 

within the constraints set by zoning regulations. This type of legislation 

has resulted in a generally clustered spatial pattern as opposed to the 

more scattered nature of apartment area development found by Bourne in 

Toronto. The individuaJ clusters are arranged in a distance and direction 

pattern outwards from the city core, each cluster having distinct 

characteristics which reflect in morphological, familial, and economic 

status the underlying processes that have led to the evolution of the 

natural areas. Overall the inner residential zone is contrasted sectorally 

into the northern medium to high status Southernwood/Belgravia cll'ster and 

the eastern low tc medium status Quigney cluster (Figure 15,). Although 

differences are far more marked by distance zone than by sector, the 

medium status scattered blocks may be regarded as forming a sectoral extension 

of the medium to high status Southernwood/Belgravia sector (Figure 16) . 

Thus all apartment blocks withi~ the CBD boundary and within the 

morphological core area of the Central cluster are located above businesses 

in a mixture of medium rise and older low rise blocks. Apartment blocks in the 

inner residential zone are mai'oly low rise (only 12,},0 have four or more 

floors), small (73% have under 12 flats), and chiefly medium to old, for 

76% are over 16 years and 3670 over 30 years. This zone contains a number 

c~ apartment blocks in a poor to very bad condition as is characteristic 

of North End. Apartment blocks ir the outer residential zones are all 

low rise for 83% have two floors and 1710 three floors and 16% are less 

than 15 years old. 

It appears that econom~c processes as suggested by Ratcliffe (1949) 

have operated to give rise to these spatial patterns of morphological 

characteristics. The 87 ,~,% of apartment blocks which are located within 

the inner and central residential zone confirms that centripetal forces, 

as hypothesised by Colby, dominate in East London. Although 36'}'0 of all 

. the blocks less than 16 years old are located in the outer residential 

zone there is little real evidence that clustering of apartment blocks 

in central East London has been inhibited by considerable suburban 
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apartment growth as Neutze found in the United States. Evidently 

because high density accommodation gives the largest return per unit 

area, the speculative apartment developers are the most successful 

residential bidders for the more expensive sites close to the CBD, but as 

very few apartment blocks have been built outside the ~unicipal area, 

centrifugal forces have not yet caused marked sprawling of apartment 

areas. To a limited extent only therefore the scattered apartment 

blocks reflect the decentralised apartment growth of suburban blocks 

typical of North American cities. In addition the centripetal economic 

determ ·~nating process also operates in these decentralised suburban 

apartment blocks for they are predominantly concentrated at local foci 

which form neighbourhood shopping centres, or clustered along major 

arterial routes or at locations where maximum advantage can be taken of 

scenic views. This finding agrees with Bourne's hypothesis regarding 

the spatial control of accessibility on apartment block location. 

It is clear from the analysiR that certain familial characteristics 

also typify residents of apartment clusters in different localities and 

the distance zones already br~adly defined on the basis of morphological 

character are occupied by residents who have distinctive familial 

characteristics. In the CBD the familial structure of residents largely 

contradicts the findings of oth~r studies including Abu Lughod' s 1960 

Toronto survey of central city apartment dwellers who were class<.fied as 

mainly consumer oriented. Certainly, proportionately more widows (42%) 

of which 60% live in the CBD, and divorced/separated persons (8%) live in 

the central cluster than in the inner residential areas where only 2~!. 

are widows and 3% divorced or separated. However, 42% respectively of 

apartment dwellers in the central cluster are married ane widowed and 

are not single residents as postulated. In fact proportionately twice , 

as many single residents live in the inner areas (16%) than in the central 

area, where the corresponding figure is 8%. Neither are the married 

centrally located residents in the pre-child period (only 9%) but 50% are 
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in the post-child period and are likely to be attracted by proximity to 

the CBD, but hardly by the meagre cultural attractions of the central city. 

Furthermore in East London's central area, residents have over three times 

as many school children (33%) as those in the inner residential areas (4%) 

bec,use 25% of residents are in the child rearing stage. As expected, 

from the above only child-bearing household heads are absent in the central 

areas, but 24% in the inner residential areas are in the child bearing stage 

of life cycle and therefore the inner zone has proportionally more pre-

school children (13%). In contrast apartment block residents in the outer 

suburban zones are the family oriented households for 69% are married and 

are in all stages of the life cycle, agreeing with findings elsewhere in 

the world. This may be due to the larger proportion of three (46%) and 

four (42%) roomed flats, and the better condition of yards for 40% are 

classified as in very good condition. Less crowded conditions may 

facilitate child rearing and may mak~ the area attractive to families 

not able to afford single family housing. 

Economic status of apartment dwellers also shows stmilar zonal 

variation as suggested by Burg2ss (1925). The Central cluster is 

generally characterised by residents earning the lowest incomes for 84% 

earn less than R300 per month; the generally medium income ranges are 

found in the inner res idential areas where 46% earn over R300 per month 

and the highest incomes are r ecord ed in the scattered areas where 73% 

earn over R300 per month. 

Together the familial and economic status patterns which indicate the 

process of filtering as postulated by Hoyt, appear to be broadly operative 

in East London. The oldest apartment blocks are within deteriorated 

parts of North End and Qui~ney where low income apartment dwellers 

predominate. Same of the older apartment blocks within the inner 

residential areas, especially i.n parts of Southernwood/Belgravia are nm., 

. occupied by medium inc-ome groups though the size of flat suggests they 

were originally prestigous residences. The highest income apartment 
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.!·"ellers have generally elected to live in parts of Southernwood and 

the scattered apartment blocks furthest from the city centre. 

From the patterns of new apartment block development it is evident 

that Bourne's theoretical outline of spatial controls behind apartment 

block location a l so operates in the East London apartment sect('r. The 

lower levels of East London's economic development, which in turn affects 

the housing stock, would seem to have influenced the characteristics and 

distribution of apartment block construction which is less intensive than 

in Johannesburg where the larger 15 to 20 storey apartment blocks are 

concentrated in highly localised ar"as. The quality of local building 

stock and environmental characteristics has affected developer's evaluation 

of location alternatives. In this regard the low to medium status 

apartment block residents in Quigney and the Central cluster, associated 

with a lower quality morphological environment , encourages present 

speculators to locate new blocks in Southernwood/Belgravia or the 

scattered areas preferably. In addition, site characteristic~ are such 

that speculators prefer those larger sites on flat land which are more 

suited to apartment block construction in Southernwood/BelbTavia, or the 

outer residential areas. After renewal in Quigney, the attractive 

environmental characteristics of the sea aspect , stimulated by the 

tourist function of the area shou ld possibly attract . apartme·ut block 

development to locate in this area. As there is at present a low cost 

housing shortage in East London (Daily Dispatch August 10, 1973) it is 

not surprising that the demand for low cost rent-controlled flats will 

continue until alternative housing opportunities develop within the 

urban area. The demand for specific ownership characteristics will no 

doubt remain concentrated in the rental market, which will support the 

present trend towards building larger company owned apartment blocks. 

To what extent private ownership of flats will affect the trend remains 

to be seen. Zoning will no doubt remain and as Bourne stated, can be 

expected to increase the s egregation of apartment areas from the 
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contextual environment, a characteristic which does seem to 1-,e the case so 

far as the apartment component of the residential system has been 

considered in this project. 

It is hoped that the study has contributed to the knowledge of the 

nature of apartment area deve loprr.ent in East London, and that the 

concept of the natural area may be utilized to encourage apartment area 

development as a rational means of halting low density sprawl while at the 

same time helping to fulfil white housing requirements. Bec~use the 

apartment compon ent should be seen in the context of its role within the 

reside 1tial system, future research into the major dUnensions of socio

economic variation within the city as a whole is urgently required. 

Present findings could then be placed in perspective within the total 

residential system. 
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APARTMENT BLOCK CHARACTERISTICS 
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1. Municipal Records. 

Name of block ...................................................................................................................... 
Addres s ••••••• 

Name of owner 

Erf mnnber 

.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ~ .................. .............................. .. .. 

Total Rateable Valuation 

Building Valuation 

Site Valuation 

R ...................................... .. 

R ...................................... .. 

R ...................................... .. 

Total l and area .............................................................. sq. m. 

Total building area 

NlIDlber of flats 

NlIDlber of floors 

Age of building 

.•..••........•••........ sq. m. 

.................................................... 
••••••••••• years 

Median Rental •• •••••••••• R. 

Above businesses ................................ Yes/No 

.. ........................ .. 

.......................... 
........ .................. a 

Other ...................................... .......... ...................................................................................... 

2. Field Sheet 

1. Roofing material: 

2. Construction material: 

Iron 

Concrete 

Slate/tile 

Asbestos 

Plastered Brick 

Face Brick 

Combination of 
both 

3. Condition of outside of building: 

Very good 

Good 

Fair 

Poor 

Very bad 



4. Condition of yard: 

5. Access: 
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Very good 

Good 

Fair 

Poor 

Very bad 

Nil 

Stairs only 

Lift and stairs 

6. NUIIlber of garages ••..••.•••••...•.••• 

7. Number of servants quarters •••••••••• 

B 
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QUESTIONNi':RE 
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RHODES UNIVERSITY 

DEPARUIENT OF GEOGRAP HY 

Socia-economi c characteristics of residents in East London f l ats , 

June 1974. 

CONFIDENTIAL 

Address of int ervi ewee .................................... .... .............. .. ............ .......... .............................. .. 

Date of interview •••.•.•••••..••.• 

S ample code and group ..........•••..•.•.•.... . ... • .•.•••••. • .•.•••.••••.•.••.. 

Result: 1 

1. Physical detai ls of flat: 

(a) Number of living rooms: 

(b) Number of bathrooms: 

(c) Number of entrances : 

Contact o 

Non-contact 1 

Refusal 2 

Incanpl ete 3 

2 

One 0 

Two 1 

Three 2 

Four 3 

Five 4 
--

Six plus 5 

3 

One 0 

One and a half 1 

Two 2 

Three 3 

4 

One 

Two 
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(d) Is there a utilities/ 5 
storage room? 

B Yes 

No 

(e) Is there a balcony? 6 

No 0 

Open 1 

Closed 2 

2. Flat ownership: 

Do you own/rent this flat? 7 

Own 

Rent 

If rented: 
(a) is it furnished or unfurnished? 8 

Furnished 

Unfurnished 

(b) Rental per month: 9 

Under R20 0 

R20 - R29 1 

R30 - R39 2 

R40 - R49 3 

R50 - R59 4 

R60 - R69 5 

R70 - R79 6 

R80 - R89 7 

R90 - R99 8 

+ R100 9 

(c) Is it under rent-control? 10 

Yp.s o 

No 1 

Don't know 2 
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3. Characteristics of head of household: 

(a) Marital status 11 

Married 0 

Single 1 

Separated/Divorced 2 

Widowed 3 

If marri ed: 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

(i) Number of dependent children: 

None 

Pre-school 

At school 

Left school but 
not yet working 

(ii) Number of dependent children: 

12 

o 

1 

2 

3 

13 

At boarding sch001~ 
university .~ 

Home language of head of household: 14 
--

English o 

Afrikaans 1 

Other (specify) 2 

Age of head of household: 15 

Years: 

Less than 23 0 

23-33 1 

33-43 2 

43-53 3 

53 + 4 

Educational level of head of household: 16 

Female 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

Male Female 

Passed Std. 6 0 4 

Passed Std. 8 1 5 

Passed Std. 10 2 6 

Post Matric. 3 7 



(e) 

(£) 
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Occupation of head of household: 

Professional 

Administrative 

Clerical worker 

Sales worker 

Primary (farmer ,etc) 

Transport 

Craftsman ,labourer 

Servic.e (Government 
etc) 

Retired 

Other (specify) 

Income per month of head of household: 

Under RiOO 

R100 - R199 

R200 - R299 

R300 - R399 

R400 - R499 

R500 - R599 

R600 - R699 

R 700 - R799 

R800 - R899 

R900 + 

4. Residential characteristics: ' 

(a) Number of persons permanently resident 
in the flat? 

One 

Two 

Three 

Four 

Five 

Six plus 

17 

(\ 

---
1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

18 

0 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 
J 

19 

0 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 
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(b) Do you have a car for private use? 

None 

One 

. Two plus 

If so, what parking facilities do you use? 

Flat garage 

Other hired garage 

Street 

On site parking 

(c) Do you have a servant? 

None 

Half (p.t.) 

One 

Two 

Three plus 

If so, is there servants' living quarters? 

Yes 

No 

S. Satisfaction level of residents: 

(a) What type of accommodation did you have 
immediately prior to this flat? 

20 

o 

1 

2 

21 
--

o 

1 

2 

3 

22 

o 

1 

2 

3 

4 

23 

24 

First time on own 0 

Hostel/Hotel/ 
Boarding hous e 

Flat 

House 

(b) What was your initial reaction to life 
in a flat? 

Like 

Dislike 

Indifferent 

~-.-

1 

2 

3 

2S 

o 

1 

2 
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(c) What is your present reaction to life 
in the flat? 

Like 

Dislike 

Indifferent 

(d) How long have you stayed in your 
present flat? 

Under 1 year 

2 years 

3 - 4 years 

5 - 6 years 

Specify 

(e) How long have you lived in East London? 

Under 1 year 

1 - 2 years 

3 - 4 years 

5 - 6 years 

Other: specify 

(f) Reasons for choosing ?resent flat 
(3 main reaSons in o~der ). 

Accessibility: 

Neighbourhood: 

Dwelling unit: 

Other: 

Near amenities 

Near schools 

Near work 

Adequate shopping/ 
recreational 
facilities 

Socially pleas ant 

Appropriate size 

Low rental 

Adequate facilities 

Specify 

26 

o 

1 

2 

27 

o 

1 

2 

3 

4 

28 

0 

1 

2 

3 , 
4 

29 

0 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 
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(g) Do you want to move? 

Yes 

No 

If wanting to move, 

(i) give three main r easons in order: 

Accessibility: 

Neighbourhood: 

Dwelling unit: 

Other: 

(ii) give type of future 
desired? 

Too far fran 
amenities 

Too far fran schools 

Too far fran work 

Inadequate shopping/ 
recreational 
facilities 

Socially unpleasant 

Noisy 

Too small/big 

Too expensive 

Inadequate 
facilities 

Bad maintenance/ 
repair 

Specify 

accommodation 

House 

Flat 

Boarding house/ 
Hotel 

Other 

30 

31 

a 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

32 

0 

1 

2 

3 
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PRINCIPAL COMPONENTS ANALYSIS 
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Variables used to measure: 

I. Physical characteristics of apartment blocks . 

1. average total Rateable Valuation . 

2 . average total building area. 

3 . % blocks 1-6 flats. 

4. % blocks over 12 flats. 

5. average age of block. 

6. % blocks above shops/factories. 

7. % concrete, slat e or tile roofing . 

B. % face brick or combination material. 

9. % good/very good exterior. 

10. % b l ocks poor/very bad exter ior. 

11. % blocks 1 - 4 garages/carports. 

12. % blocks over 8 garages/carports 

13. % blocks ~rith over 3 floors. 

II. Ph:z::sical char acteristics of each flat. 

14. % flat s 1 - 2 living rooms. 

15. % flats with 4 - 5 living rooms. 

16 . % flats wi th rental below R50. 

17. % Cats with r ental over R80. 

III. Socio-economic characteristics of apartmen t dwellers. 

18. % married residents. 

1.9 , % single resic1 ents /widows/divorcees/separated persons. 

20. % hous eholds with chi ldren. 

21. % heads of households Afrikaans speaking. 

22. % heads of households between 23-:;3 years. 

23. % heads of households between 43-53 years. 

24. % heads of households achieved standard 6-8. 

25. % heads of households achieved matric/post matric. 

26. % heads of households professional/administrative occupations·. 

27. % heads of households clerical/sales work occupations. 

28. % heads of households transport/craftsmen/service occupations . 

29 . % heads of households r etired . 

30. % h eads of households with income under R200. 

31. % heads of households with income over R600. 

32 . % heads of households o~rning a car or more. 

33. % heads of households parking o~ site/street. 

34. % f l ats with one resident. 

35 . % flats with 4-5 residents . 

36. average distance from P.L.V.I. 


